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Alleged agreement
brings new dispute
By Dana D....umont
Staff Writer

The Black American Studies .
Association and University
administrators say an English
professor has agreed to study
BAS programs at otber
universities, but the professor
said be has not agreed to
anything.

SM" Photo by _ ' •• ' 'UDIn

Franz Mulling. (left) and 5 .....nl. Collin. 01 the Black
American Studies Association gin a report on ........ of ....
BAS progfllm during a preas conference Wednesday afternoon
In Quigley Hall.

Gary Smith, an Englisb
professor, said be is aware of
tbe BAS issue, but tbat be has
not received an assignment
from President John C. Guyon
and tbat be doesn't want to
become "embroiled in a
campus mess."
But Guyon and Seymour
Brysoo. dean of the College of
Human Resources. say Smitb
has a~ to study BAS
programs at other universities. "I thought tbat be bad
agreed" to do tbe assignment,

Guyon said.
Smitb said be never bas bave not4l.iscussed a salary for
discussed an assiJ!Ullent witb his research or sigDed a
Guyon. He said be has contract. A committee Deeds
received a "memo of un- to be formed for tbe project
derstanding" signed by and scbooJs tbat will be studied
Bryson, Dot Guyon, tbat says .need to be identified still, be
Smitil will travei to other added.
His agreement witb Bryson
universities to study. their
programs and possibly make is not binding. Smith said
Bryson said be and Smitb
recommendations on wbat
should be done witb the BAS· are working out tbe details of
program at the University, be tbe assignment, including tbe
conditions and expectations of
said
"It (an agreement} has yet the assignmeQt, and are
to take fligbt," Smitb said. "It identifying at least six schools
is a memo of understanding of to study.
"Temple (University) may
wbat might be if it gets off tile
grouDIi.l'm nota player now." very well be one," Bryson
BrYson said the "memo of said Temple offers bacbelor's,
understanding would suggest master's and doctoral degrees
tbat some agreement hastieen in BAS.
.Smitb will write a position
made. But did we sign a
eantract? No."
Smitb said bIO and Bryson .... ISSUE, ......

Senate approves landmark trade bill
WASHINGTON (UPl) The Senate approved a landmark trade reform bill

The trade bill:

~~::::::~n:~

world commerce and sent the
measure to President Reagan,
who has vowed to veto it.
Although tb~ Senate adopted
the measure by a comfortable
margin, the 63-36 vote indicated there would not be
enough strength to override
the presider.t's antieipated
veto, possibly killing all
chances for trade legislation
tbisyear.
Only one Democrat, Sen.
William Proxmii'e of
Wisconsin. voted against the
bill. Ten Republicans voted for
it.
The bill is designed to
reverse the nation's buge trade
deficit, which hit a record $171
billion last year, by opening
global markets to U.S.
products. cracking down on
foreign trade abuses and
helping companies and
workers adjust to foreign
competition.
Tbe H~ approved an
identical bill 312-107 last week,
well above the two-thirds
majority needed to override a
veto. But it requires a twotbirds majority in both
chambers to allow a bill to
become law "ver a
presidential veto.
Reagan bas focused bis

'.Ihis Morning
Navy recovers
sailors' bodies

..
.:::~~
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Athletics budget

trimmed $147.000
-Spcrts24
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• Requires the president to retaliate against foreign
trade abuses but allows him to ehOolle the form of
retaliation, such as tariffs 01" quotas. It expands the
definition of unfair trade practices tbat can trigger
retaliation.
• Transfers authority from the president to the U.S.
trade representative to decide whether a foreign practice is
unfair. Supporters say tbat will eobance tile trade
representative's office as tbe leader on U.S. policy wbile
reducing tbe likelihood tbat trade retaliation will be waived
for political concerns.
• Requires companies tbat employ 100 or more people to
give employees 60 days notice before closing a plant or
ordering massive layoffs. Firms tbat fail to give sufficient
notice would be subject to fiDes and required to issue back
pay for each day short of the 6O-day notice period
• Enhances government programs to help injured industries adjust to import competition and expands the
Trade Adjustment Assistance program for workers who
directly or indirectly lose their jobs because of imports.
entitling them to govemment-fmanced training. It would
also allocate nearly $2 billion for a new two-year Worker
Readjustment Program to provide comprehensive
assistance to dislocated workers.

attention - and his wratb - on
one provision:
early
notification for employees of
plant closings and layoffs. 1'be
president and tile business
community argue it is an
uunecessary
government
intrusion and would jeopardize
private business. who would be
hounded by creditors ono.~
word g.ot out tbey were closing
or scaling back.

But Sen. Orrin Hateb, RUtah, speaking 011 bebaH of tbe
majority f1l RepubJicans who
agreed to back tile president
and ~ the biD, aid: ''The
price IS too high. .,. I don't
believe tbe aood of this bill
should be beld hostage to the
economic terrorISm" of
provisions such as the plant·
closing amendment.
Senate Republican leader
Robert Dole of Kansas urged
his colleagues to support tbe
president and avoid tbe perception tbat Reagan has IcIst
bispower.
''TIM:re are still several
montbs left in tbis administration," Dole said "We
ougbt to support tbe
president."
Sen. David Kames. R-Neb.,
one of the senators wbo
knuckled under to intensive
"'8ILL,P... 7

Gus Bode

Senate Finance Committee
Cbairman Uoyd Bentsen. DTexas, wbo steered tbe
massive piece of legislation
through tbe Senate over more
than two years. defended it
against tbe administration's
criticism and noted tbat it bali
been subject to "JIG much
public scrutiny fOl' so long, I Gus ..y. If Ronnie traded
tbiDk all the bad parts bave pIacea with an autawark...
been kicked out of this bill"
...·d la, oft .... weto.

Student rejects 'disabled'title
:r;~~: Coon
Lori R. Lee is a graduate
student in political science•
wbich puts her in a category
tbat makes her proud.
Of all tbe categories &be's
placed in, there is one tbat sbe
says makes ber "mad as bell"
-disabled.
Lee suffered braiD trauma
eight years ago in a car accident and since tbe day after
tile accident has been called
disabled

"I never tbougbt about tbe I want out of this world, but tile
label until I went after my world is not giving me tile
master's," Lee said. chance to achieve it myself or
"Everyone's telling me I'm fail myself. I'm still tile same
disabled. I'm supposed 10 person 1 was before tbe acwrite tile word dowD and use it cident, but other people doD't
to my advantage."
see me tbatway."
But Lee said it is not an
Categorizing people is a way
advantage because people do to get -bard facts OIl people.
not see physical disabilities as Jobn Hulber, deputy direCtor
just physical but also as of fiscal affairs for tile Illinois
mental defects.
BoImi of Higher Education,
"I may bave a physical said.
disability, but not a mental
(one)." Lee said. "I know wbat . . . LORI. p. . . .

..
Accused .
kidnapper
testifies
:

By PhyDla eoon
StaffWritw

J~!US~i1:~
Wednesday tbat be intended no barm to

~::°8.~~e.ck·~';.~~

when be placed Feirich
under citizen's arrest in
1985 for misappropriation
of RusseII's funds.
RwI&eII is charged witb
11. crimiDaI counts, including kidnapping,
aggravated battery and
armed violence.
Russell challenged
Feiricb's
earlier
testimony, saying be did
not use a gun 10 place
Feirich under citizen's
arrest and tbat be never
entered Feiricb's home.
He said be bandcuffed
Feiricb's arms bebind his
back. taped his legs
together and placed him
in tile
seat of a 1978
Oldsmobile Cutlass.
In
Tuesday's
proceedings, Feiricb
testified tbat Russell
abducted him at gunpoint
in tile garage aI bis home
at 415 Beadle Drive in
Carbondale, telling him
to "get down on tile floor
:":;'llbea~.r.our godFeiricb was taken to
. Daley Center Plaza in
Cbieago, where Russell
planned to release him to
police. Russell's first
trial OIl charges of kid=-=eiricb ended in
Feirlcb testified
Tuesday tbat be saw part
of a shotgun 01' rifle in tbe
trunk 01. tile CUtlass at
"'TRIAL, p... 7
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Oil & Filter Change

Newswrap

Includes 5 quarts of oil

$
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world Ination

u.s. Army train damaged

Offer good through 5-1-38

Fact: The main reason for a breakdown is neglect of
changing air filter & air breather filter.
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American Clas & Wash
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You may alrea~v
qualify for the
Chevrolet-GMAC
College Graduate
Finane: Plan

, Nutritious,
Chinese Cuisine

Yo
...• ~$400onthe
new Chevrolet of your
choice.
Qualifying is easy.
Call or come in for
more information.

Treat Your Secretory RI.ht
Don't become another person
in a buffet line ..• Let us cater to you.
Lunch Comito

Broccoli Beef '2e95

*

*

Plus 90 Days Before
1st Payment

*

Soup _roll Fried Rice Fortune Cookie
We core lust enough to serve the best

CoadChevy,
Olds,Cad

. _ . .IIw.far~~/"""'"

Now

Rt. Sl &146
AnM, II. 62906
(618)833-2166

Ask for

Jerry Thompson

by blast in W. Germany
BERLIN (UPI) -Five explosive charges blew up 1mder a U.s.
Army train as it earried 31 Americans through West Germany en
route to West Berlin. damaging the locomotive and sJigbtly injuring the German engineer, authorities said Wednesday. No
group took responsibility for the incident. West German police
formed a special commissiOll to investigate the attack in
~tioo with U.S. military autb.."'rities and the Waot German
railway.

Philippi~e Senate expected

to OK nuclear ban

Senate President Jovito.
Salonga said Wednesday he expects approval of a pr'OP06ed
nuclear weapons baD, a measure that would jeopardize the
future of strategic U.S. military bases in the Pbilippines.
Salonga saiel one amendment could scrap a proposal to make an
exceptiOD to the baD by aUowing entry into the Philippines of
Duclear-powered ships in distress or 011 a bumanitarian mis!<ilJll.
MANILA, Philippines (UPI) -

South Korean opposition presses for reforms
SEOUL, South Korea (UPI) - President Rob Tae-woo,
bruised by the unprecedented loss of his ruIiDg party's majority

in the national legislature, predicted political difficUlties ahead
Wednesday but pledged to cooperate with the reinvigorated
oppositiOD. The opposition, while renewing demands for reforms,
also said it would seek stability in the volatile political envirorunent.

'Nightline' special in ISfael has tight security
JERUSALEM (UPI) - American televisiOD officials imposed
tight security that included body searches to prevent violence
Wednesday at a live broadcast or ABC's uNigbUine" in a theater
filled with Israeli Jews and Palestinians living UDder Israeli
occupatioo. About 750 Israeli Jews and Palestinians took part in
the emotion-dlarged program on the Arab-Israeli crisis that
began before dawn Wednesday and ran more than 1hree hours.

Melanesian separatists seize 8 Frenchmen
NOUMEA, New CaledOIIia (upI> - A French ~ and seven

policemen were taken bostage by Melanesian separatists
WedDesday as they tried to aegotiate the release of IS officers
captured Jast week by tribesmen demaDdiIlg iodepeDdeDce from
France. authorities said Prosecuting Magistrate Jean Biancmi

Drafts
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32 oz. Mixed Drinks 'Z.ZS
~f Speedrails
32 oz. M.ixed Drinks S3.751~
oneall
,

Special of the Month
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1'f1A~Vf\·
11.75

16o%.glass

4 Regulation
Dart Boards

!

AFfER8:00

Buy any Shot, get a draft FREE
~

Mothers Day Buffet
Sunday, l\1av H, 19HH

13allro()1l1S ~\Jl,(~, & I)

•
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mcnu
"'att'nnt'lon Haskt"b. with Fruit Cumpllh'
Lim~ COllag~ Ch....... G~la .. n
Anlipasto Plalt.-r.-

Chicken Piccata
.
Greek Vegetable Pi~
Bra;s.,d Celerv and Carrol.'
Asparagus with Red Pepper
Buttered New Potatoes
Breads/Rons/I\utter
Strawberry Shortcak.
Chocolate Decadence Cak..
Assorted Puddings & Parfait.<
Beverages
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School Board head suggests drug guidelines

WASmNGTON (UPI> - Citing drug and aIcobol abuse as a
major obstacle to educatiOll, the DeW Natiooal School Boards
Associatioo president called Wednesday for drug abuse
prevention ~ for kindergarten through high school.
NSBA President Leonard Rovins said substance abuse can
iDbibit a proper education because it often leads to cbroDic
truancy, falliDg grades. ~ out of scbooI. teenage
pregnaDl:)', accidents caused by mtoxicatiOll and drug euphoria.

AIDS vaccine appears to work for scientist
WASmNGTON (UPI) - A French scientist who injected
himself with an experimental AIDS vacciDe 17 mootbs ago DWY
be protected against the virus, but so far the proof CGIIIes ooIy
from laboratory blood tests, a scientist said Wednesday. Addressing members of the NatiODal Academy of Sciences, Dr.
Robert Gallo. a IeacIiaR U.s. AIDS researdwr from the Natiooal
CaDeer 1Dstitute, said Frendl researeber DaDiel Zagury "reaDy
Ioab like he's JmmuDe-Jeady" Jp.SQCCII!SIIfuDy resist iDfectiOll
from theAmS YinB.

state

Health care facilities feel
pinch of Medicaid crunch
CHICAGO (UPI) - IlIiDais' health care providers are reeling
under a bJizzard of Medicaid bills the state has stGpped paying
because of a $3116 miIIic.I fuading sborUaII, bospital offic:iaJs said
Tbe Dlinois Department of Public Aid bas
eo payments of Medicaid bills from hospitals pbarmacies and DUl'Sing homes.
•

:=.

Zucchini Pasta Salad
C.aesarSalad
London Broil "","ith Sht"rr\" MushnllJRl

.

and seven gendarmes were taken hostage 011 the outlying island
of Ouvea as they tried to open talks with radical Melanesian
separatists for the release of 15 gendarmes.
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Police Blotter
A smoky apartment {ire at
1100 E. College St. was limited

to a small utility closet by
Carbondale firefighters,
causing less than $100 damage
and no injul'Ies, Carbondale
assistant fire chief John Manis
said.
Manis said the fire started
when a water heater in the
apartment ignited a mop
placed against it.
Dorothy Mcqueen, the
tenant, was in the apartment
when the fire started but
escaped unharmed, he said.
The blaze was extinguished
within 20 minutes, Manis said.
Two fire trucks were
dispatched to the scene, but
one was sent back "hen
firefighters had the fire under
control, Manis said.

S18" Photo by Allin !til...

Gusher
Dennis Palmer and captain Bill West of the Carbondale Fire
Department along with Ray LaHoon of the Carbondale Water

Department flush a fire hydrant at the comer of East Grand
and State streets Wednesday morning.

Frozen food. soft drinks and
alcoholic beverages valued at
$400 were burglarized from
Cove's Tavern, at the intersection of Routes 3 and 149,
early Tuesday morning,
Jackson County sheriff's
deputies said.

Group protests coal mining under Route 149
By Richard Goldstein
Student Writer

PJans to mine coal under
Route 149 near West Frankfort
will cause the highway to sink,
members of a public interest
group said Tuesday.
Standing in front of a fourfoot wide crack caused by
longwall mining, members of
the Citizens' Coal Enforcement Group said the state
isn't prepared for the damage

the mining would cause.
"Within the next two weeks,
mOT (Illinois Department of
Transportation) net'ds to come
up with a plan for bow to
respond to major damage, that
includes an alternate route,"
group member Ruth Foote
said.
Conventional mining leaves
pillars of coal in regular in·
tervals to support the ground
above. In longwall mining,
these pillars are mined, which

results in subsidence of the
surface
Route 149 is two miles east of
West Frankfort.
Karl Bartelsmeyer, IDOT
land acquisition chief, said
"There's no doubt there's
going to be damage to the
road, but we'll know exactly
when it's going down. We have
the resource and expertise to
handle it."
Bartelsmeyer said bis
deparbnent's main interest is

the safety of motorists. But he
sees no reason to prepare an
alternate route. "I don't know
that they (the Citizen's Coal
Enforcement Group) know
more about highways than we
do."
The Old Ben Coal Company
of Benton will mine the coal
under the highway. According
to the agreement between the
state and Old Ben "the comPany (Old Ben) will compensate the state for the repair

of subsidence damage to this
portion of Route 149."
Group members point to the
crack in Gary Wade's land and
ask if the state will be able to
fIX the damage after it is done.
The coal company has filled in
the crack four times, Wade
said, but it has collapsed each
time.
Jim Minton, Old Ben's
subsidence expert, said that
because the crack is on a hill, it
is much harder to t:epair

Binding Arbitration Guarant••• Due Proce••

"New South Whales"
The Battle of the Mexican Beers
Simpatico
VS.
Corona
The Champ in
the clear bottle

The Cballenger in
the black bottle

You Be the Judge!
51.25 each or 52.00 for both
Stoli s1.25

RESUMES
Copy your resume at Kinko's. We
have a wide selection of fine
papers, matching envelopes, and '.
other stationery products that help
you look good.

Collective Bargaining Will Insure Binding Arbitration
of Faculty Grievanc~s
The current faculty grievance procedures provides for binding arbitration, bu
only if the Administration agrees to it
The Chancellor has mode it clear that the gdministration will not agree to
binding arbitration of faculty grievances. The only time that arbitration was ever
requested by a SIUC faculty member the Chancellor advised the BOT to turn it
dawn on the grounds that it might set a precedent for binding arbitration of
grievances. Given that kind of circular reasoning it is impossible to imagine any
circumstances in which the administration would agree to the arbitration of a
grievance, under the current grievance procedures_

IN THE FACE OF'SUCH ATTITUDES, HOW WILL COLLECTIVE BARGAINING HelP?
The Illinois Educ..Jtional Labor Relations Act mgndgtes that any negotiated
collective bargaining agreement .!!lllI! include a grievance procedure that
provides for binding arbitration. IELRB section 10, c, reads:
"The collective bargaining agreement negotiated between
representatives of the educational employees and the educational
employer shall contain a grievance resolution procedure which shall apply to all
employees in the unit and shall provide for binding arbitration of disputes ... "

Creat copies. Creat people.
54'·0788

On the Island
M-F 7am-Midnight Sat-Sun 9am-9pm

If we want a fair, impartial grievance procedure that assures genuine due
process for all faculty members, the.cmbt way it can be achieved is through
collective bargaining_
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WHAT 1ES.)ON

Opinion & Commentary -

OF HISTORY WILL
KIDS LEARN
FROHTH1S
vlSASTER?

Student Editor·in·Chief, Toby Eckert; Editorial Page Editor, Jam ... J. Black;
Associate Editorial Page Editor, Darren Richardson; Managing Editor. Gordon

IN MYCOUNTffiT
TIlEY CAN 1
EVEN FIND IT
ON THE MAP.

Sillingsley

Prisoners should
be given condoms
PRISON OFFICIALS ARE ignoring a basic responsibility to s()Ciety and to prisoners by refusing to provide
prisoners with condoms.
Correcti\lDS officials claim they don't want to give
prisoners condoms because it might encourage sexual
activity among prisoners. But prisoners obviously are
sexually active, otherwise they would not have asked for
<:ondoms.
And, by ignoring this fact, prison officials are doing
nothing but increasing the chances that AIDS will
become widespread in Illinois prisons, wbere nine cases
of AIDS have been reported. Considering the risk to
corrections employees and the fact that virtually all
prisont!l's eventually will return to society, this is a
chance no one can afford to take.
There are, however, risks involved in providing
prisoners with condoms. The biggest risk is the
possibility that this action would increase prison rape
because of the reduced risk of rapists contracting AIDS.
In order to avoid negative effects such as this, prison
officials must make condom availablity the first step in
a comprehensive program to alleviate sexual problems
Since Jim Hart announced
and violence in prisons.
his candidacy for SIU-C's open
athletic directorship, I've
watched in disma)' as both
local newspapers JUMped on
THE NEXT STEP after giving condoms to prisoners is tht> Hart bandwagon. But now I
to begin eliminating the conditions that make rape so think it's time for some reality.
In last Friday's issue of the
common in prisons - namely, sexual frustration and an
Daily Egyptian, Troy Taylor
atmosphere of violence.
heaped the accolades on Hart.
Prison officials should establish a program to allow Hart, complete with his "white
prls..'\JlerS private visits from their wives - perhaps cape," was envisioned as
girHriends also - during which sexual activities would "saving the drowning SIU-C
be allowed. This would go a long way toward relieving athletics departments." He
much of the sexual frustration prisoners experience and was described as the consumate loyal Saluki - Hart
also would create a more humane setting in prison.
Limiting the privilege of private visits to prisoners beard the "crv for help" and
with records of good behavior also would be a powerful came back to l'save the day."
I'd like to picture Jim Hart
incentive for prisoners to stay out of trouble.
a man with the ability to do
Any action to make life in prison a bit more humane as
all of those things. I'd like to,
would help eliminate the general feeling of tension and but can't. Reality sinks in, and
violence. In many cases, rape is not an act of sexual the picture of Hart, in a white
gratification, but rather one of violence and domination. cape and on a white horse,
This type of behavior nourishes in environments in fades back into the dreamland
where it originated.
which people are forced to live in sub-human conditions.
Look at past experience. Did
Gayle Sayers, a mucb bigger
media star than Hart, save
IN ADDITION, AN effort should be made to separate SIU-C's athletics department,
violent prisoners from non-violent prisoners. H both or did be leave it m such a
mess that it took years to
types of 'prisoners are forced to live together, the per- straighten
things out? Did he
vasive VIolence created by the troublesome prisoners
could cause the non-violent prisoners to become violent.
But, by separating prisoners with no history of violence,
the process of reliabilitation could be carried out more
effectively.
As it now stands, America's prisons do not fulfill their
function of rehabilitating prisoners so that they are
ready to rejoin society at the end of their sentences.
I enjoy leafing through the
When prisoners are released, they very often are more pages of the Daily Egyptian.
prone to commit crimes than before they entered prison. reading _some "articles and
This is shown by the extremely high rate of repeat of- looking at the ads - until I
fenders. The basic problem is that violence in prisons come across "Sunglasses." I
get angry at this lame
has gotten out of control. And the only solution for that is almost
and pessimistic "comic" strip.
to make prisons more humane.
"Sunglasses" has worn out
Unfortunately, prisons have been moving in exactly its welcome in the pages of our
the OWOSite direction of late. But changes such as award-winning newspaper. We
providing condoms to prisoners and allowing them to represent hundreds of other
have sexual intercourse with their wi,'es and girHriends students who are crying out for
a funny comic strip. It's about
would be a good way to begin reversing this trend.

Hart may be a boon to University,
but West deserves AD position
increase contributions? Did he
increase media exposure? And
what do we know, from a
recent past experience with
another man named .Jim
(Livengood), about people who
go out of their way to tell us
bow loyal they are?
The reality of the situation is
that a few good ole' boys 0pposed to West's candidacy for
the athletics directorship
brainstormed the Hart-for-AD
campaign as a desperate, lastresort attempt to keep West
from a job she so richly
deserves.
Those who have watched the
workings of the SIU-C atbletics
department over the past few
years know weD what is going
011. These people know that
hiring a football coacb is not
the most taxing job for an
athletics director. They know
that there is no magic formula
for obtaining contributions for
a scbool deep in the heart of
one of the nation's most
economically depressed areas.
And they know that West's
outstanding reputation goes
far beyond the Midwest.

The most equitable and
obvious solution was offered in
Tuesday's editorial. The good
ole' boys want a back-slapping
fund raiser. Everyone else
wants a qualified, competent

=:~::r~:m~

both West and Hart, like the
editorial suggested? Hire West
for the position she is qualified
for, then hire Hart as a fundraiser.
Doo't expect the search
committee to live up to its
promise of having a new
director hired by May 13. Past

I

j
i

:rr~a~ni~ti~ ~

wait until break to announce
any controversial decisions.
And let's not forget the man
who'U be making the final
decision, Presiilent John
Guyon. The final word will be
left up to him.
If he is truly interested in
hiring the most qualified
candidate to lead SW-C's
atbletics ~ents, all he
bas to do IS pick Charlotte
West. -Steve Merritt, senior,
joamalsm.

'Sunglasses' comic strip lacks humor, taste:
give DE readers cartoon we can laugh at

Doonesbury

time the DE found some real f~~cial aid funds are being
.humor from our student body. , distributed.
Is J~. Prest the ooIy SW-C . If -we can't fmd a student on

campus to write a strip that is
even semi-amusing, then let's
get a syndicated one, such as
head. Web9penot!
"The Far Side" or "Calvin "
Prest's att.€.'Ilpts at political Hobbes." Let's print
humor pale in comparison W something that will make us
the oti)er strips featured in the laugh, or even smile. -.Jackie
DE. Who needs· another Lyall, JUDior, joumalism and
political cartoon? No one cares Lewis WhitteD, JUDior, radio &
if Prest doesn't agree with how televisiOIL

student "blented" enough to

~:ds ~~Lat= ~::r

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
·NICOI~,
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Letters
.
.
Don't oppress physically disabled
Society, according to the recruit people who can help
Merriam-Webster dictionary, them attain some national title
is "an interdependent system or other. These athletes are not
of organisms."
very interested in bigh...r
There is only one thing education. In fact, a numDer of
missing from tbis a 11- them only use the school's
encompassing definition. What name as a take-off point for a
does it take to gain access (or, professional sports career.
more important, acceptance)
Need I remind school oft6 a ~p of individuals that ficials, as well as employers,
constitute a Society?
that there exists a large, onThe society referred to in tapped reserve of people who
this letter will be the type that are willing to learn and work,
develops in a college en- but wbo don't bave the
vironment, but the same basic required athletic ability to
precepts apply t.o society in 'guarantee their admission. I
general. A major determining am, of course, referring to
factor for admission to either those who have a physical
group appears to be an in- disability. For some strange
dividual's athletic inclination. reason, "normal" people are
Being athletically inclined is convinced that a physical
an absolute necessity if one disability necessarily signifies
entertains even the slightest diminished mentaJ capacity.
notion of going to a "good"
The intent of t.iJis letter is to
school.
expose the falsity of that
By the term "good scbool." I notion.
am referring to schools that
I have a bachelor's degree in
offer my major, political political science with a c0nscience with a concentration in centration in law judiCial
the judicial process. Of course, process and am ~uing my
theSe scbooIs also are the ones master's degree m the same
seen by society as major field.
contenders for some coveted
Unfortunately, members of
sports awards.
the "intelligentsia" are as
For this reason, the schools naive as the rest of society. It

even has been suggested to
me, by one of my professors no
less, that I pursue a career in a
field in which I have un-

~':;'~~:!~!!f.

(i.e.
True, I have my bachelor's
degree in an area in which
phYSically disabled people are
not known, but there is a first
time foreverytbing.
All I have to say to him, as
weD as to society at large, is:
give me an opportunity to
prove what I can do. If I fail, I
fail - there is no one to blame
but myself. All I ask of this
generation (and all future
generations) is to give me and
those like me that opportunity.
There is a "big-play" going
on in society that stresses
equality
and
antidiscrimiJJation. The nation
even is faced with a black man
actively pursuing tbe
Democratic nomination for
president. With the
'bility
of a black president, J::about
allowing all individuals banaicapped and 80nhandicapped the opportunity to succeed or fail on
their own merits. -Lori R.
Lee, Carboaclale
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TBN is a resp-ectable operation
I bate to write letters to the nearly that in en~-level
editor. Unfortunately, I also positiODs. $30,000 doesn t even
cannot keep silent wben I see begin to compare with the
careless writing in an editorial mega-millions paid to Leesuch as that written by Darren laccoca in 198'1.
Richardson regarding the
In reference to Paul
Trinity Broadcasting Network. Crouch's audacity to speak of
From reading hili editorial, . retirement in such pl&ees as
it was apparent that Mr. Phoenix, Miami and other
Ricbardsoo did not do more places, Mr. Ricbardsoo would
thaD a few lJIimates ''research'' do well to familiarize himself
before forming his eon- with the JoeaUons of the TBN
elusions. I have watebed TBN television stations. I'm sure be
extensively and have gained will find that those plaees are
an immense amount of reaped onthelisl
for the entire operatiOD and for
Additionally, why does Mr.
Paul and Jan Crouch.
Richardson feel it is so
To begin witb, Mr. audacious for Mr. Crouch to
Ricbardson refen to Paul and expect to retire one day to
Jan as wealthy. How was that someplace nice? Mr. Crouch
conclusion reached? They live has 8arned his retiremeot as
in a modest home that they well as the next penon.
bave lived in for about 15 years
I find it appalling that
- purdIased before TBN was per8CIIII such as- Mr. Rlehardson ebocM wbat seriptures
everbelun.
Paul Cloes draw a sabi.~ for they will fnm the Bible
.
as
'deDt CIt the because it suits them to aPPlY
I
the figure is it to the sibatiOD at haDd. 1
about $30,000. Does that sound wonder if Mr. RiebardIoD is
like an excessive amount for aware of the COIDIDiasiOllabout
the pres!tieIIt oIa eompBIlf the preaching the Good News to
size 01 TBN? Then are kids UIe world? Is be also aware ol
straight out 01 eoIlege makiDC the other ministriea that TBN
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has - like missions to Mexico
and other countries, or feeding
the bungry, bousing the
homeless, and clothing the
poor right bere in the U.S.?
Had Mr. Richardson decided
to pursue the facts before
engaging in this jwrnatistic
disas~\ he might also have
fOWKl mat TSN's financial
recwds are available for
aayone tore-.iew. A I'8ceDt IRS
audit eould find DO faulls or

This Jetter is in
to
B. Dallas' that was
n;r,~

1 am glad that B. DaDas has
~ against fraternities or
sororities.
You are eorrect that
fresbmal! should Dot be
allowed to pledge fraternities
and sororities. I wouldn't 10 as
far as to say DO Pled8inl until
the sophomore ~, but instead would opt f. secaad
semester J!ledIinI. This one
semesterpp would be 01
beDefit to both the pledge and
Greek orpnizatioo.

Not aaly would it allow 11ft'
studeata to assimilate ef-

fectively, also it would pI'OVide
the Greek system with penoas
who have pnwea their ability
to aueeed at the eoJlege level.
(M.t Greet orpnizatiOllS
bave a minimum 2.0 GPA
requirement that is oeeasionallf bypassed by
freshman pJedgiDI)
While I have 8Ined with
yaur main point, 1 feel that
your CODtentions 01 Greet
failure and hidden CG8t are
unfouDded. ADyoae who has
had uy conneetiOll with the
Greek system (outside al
~ the movie "Animal
JIouM") would kDIN' that
Greab do a lot to see that their
mem bers
aueeeed

corumented about how ttgbUy
the"sbip" was run.
It is obvious that Mr.
Ricbardsoa bas been duped as
have many others. Yes, there
bave beeD some pretty nasty
things come out in the world ol
televangelism in the past few
months. What haDPeDed in a
few instances Dave been
~ to include anyone
mvoived in televisiOll ministry.
It's time that those who
these geaera1iaations
they have throwD the
baby oui with the batbwater.
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EdDca....

Reed. CntiludD&

academieaIly.
M.t organizatiODl have
SQPJa learning aids .. test I"lles,
in-house tutoring by upperclassmen, study houn for
pledges and more.
As to the issue of emt, I can
assure you that our
cqanizatiOll bas Dever hidden
the CG8t of membership and I
have Dever beard of any other
Greeb dcIiDfI il
You are right, ., it is the job
ol each fraternity and sorority
to tell ....~ve ~
euctly What they are ~
into". I tbinIt we Greeb do a
pntly.oodjobolil- IW!ert
v. Hay, pnsIIIeat, SIpaa Pi
Fraterd)'.

Don't drown words with background music
As an alumna living in
Carbondale, I alwa,. look
forward to attendinl events at
the University ancf am very
proud of the beautiful. well-

maintained C8mplll.
But dinners in Ballroom D
are spoiled by the continuous,
loud backpound music. It
makes it UDpa5Sible to con-

... so you lost the shirt off your back?
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Greeks hide nothing from pledges
April 21.

~CEi3
PROMO Iff

verse with people at our table.
We come to visit with people,
DOt to have our eardnuns
shattered.
Please turn off the musie.
Apes L Wright. class of '31

.AI
Replace it from the SOHN'S short
sleeved sport shirt collection ... the most
spectacular, off-the-wall conservative,
dyed-in-the-wool cotton blended sport
shirts ever assembled under one (four)
roof(s). While you're at it, cull those lostone-button, frayed-at-the-neck shirts from
your motley accumulation ... start
fresh ... get with the program ... get the
short sleeved sport shirts, values to
$22.50, promo priced at 2 for $27.50; we'll
say it again, 2 for $27.50... and then stay
out of the stock market, would ya!
Sale Dates: Aprll7:1 & 28, Paducah;
Aprll 29 & 30, Carbondale,
Herrin and cape.

SOHNS
1m West Cherry. Herrin
West Park Mall. Cape Girardeau
Univenity Mall. Carbondale Kentucky Oaks Mall. Paducah
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LORI,from
"Everyone wants to improve
in areas where they are
lacking in serving disabled
people, " Huther said. "The
statistics are the proof of what
areas they need to improve
their services."
Institutions want studies on
how many disabled people
have graduated or how many
disabled people have learned a
job skill, Huther said.
"If they want to improve
their services they need to
start by differentiating between physical and mental
disabilities," Lee said.
"1 do understand there is a
general sensitivity to the term
disabled," Huthersaid.

Page1~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The IBHE has many
categories for people, Huther
said. "But we do have the
three distinct categories of
minority, which is racial and
ethnic, female and disabled."
There are written laws that
identify people as being
"handicapped," Huther said.
"We were informed by the
Department of Rehabilitation
Services that when referring to
handicapped people, that
disabled was the preferred
term," Huther said.
"Right now our systematic
way of collecting information
on disabled people is asking
the universities how many
disabled people are enrolled,"
Huther said. "But what we are

"I may have a
physical disability, but
not a mental (one). I
know what I want out
of this world, but the
world is not giving me
the chance to achieve
it myself or fail
myself.
OJ

-Lori R. Lee
finding is that people don't
perceive themselves as
disabled."

ISSUE, from Page 1
paper on how many personnel
are ne<..oded for a BAS program,
goals of the program, structure of the program and where
the program should be located,
BI-yson said.
Smith and Bryson then will
present the proposal to a task
force of faculty, staff and
students, Bryson said. The
task force will consist of a
"group of people interested in
developing a strong and viable
BAS program who are committed to an orderly process,"
be said.
Smith said the administration is "trying to get a
fireman in an asbestos suit to
put out the fire. I'm not the
person. We are not going to
have t'rofessor Smith riding
into Carbt.ndale on a horse and
cleaning up the program.
"It (Smith's work) will not
replace the rhetoric," Smitlt
said. "It (the rhetoric) nf";ALs
to be addressed t~fore
anything is put in place."
Meetings between Luke
Tripp, cordinator of BAS, and
Guyon could solve some of the
rhetoric, Smitbsaid.
The BASA held a press
conference during one of
Tripp's BAS classes Wednesdayafternoon to report on a
meeting BASA members had
with Guyon Monday.
Franz Mullings, a member
of the BASA, said be was
"bopeful" that Guyon would be
responsive
to
tbe
organization's demands.
Guyon told BASA members
that two BAS faculty members
would be hired for the fall
semester, a task force to
examine the roll of BAS
courses would be created and
Smith would research BAS
programs at other univen;ities
to determine what the
program should include at the
University, Mullings said.
Stephanie Collins, a member
of BASA, said: "We want

People don't want to be put
into categories, and they can't
be. "pushed" into them, he
said.
People with disabilites have
special programs and special
jobs, but it just highlights

three of us were physically
damaged."
people, but Lee said the only
one she uses is the transit

Lee said she was upset when
she was an undergraduate and
got an internship in Sen. Edward Kennedy's Washington
D.C. office.
"I believe the only reason I
got the internship was because
of my disability and not
b~cause of my writing
ability," Lee said. "I was
upset because I was placed in
the mail room. Out of the five
of us interns in the mail room

that i.abit," Lee said. "I walk
everywhere now."
Lee started using the service
last year after she broke her
ankle. Other people may need
to use the support services, but
Lee said she is taking her own
path.
"One of mYjrofessors told
me I shoul
go to the
rehabilitation department and
see what jobs they had to offer
me," Lee said.
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~te as being different, Lee SY~:='rm trying to get out of
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Students
want BAS
director

~

SPC's World's Worst Film Festival

A member of the Black
American
Studies
Associa tion said the
BASA wants a director
for the BAS program and
that it wants a hand in
selecting the director.
Sharon Meeks, a
member of the BASA,
said the group asked
L"niversity President

Toniaht 7:00 &. 9:09pm

...

t:na i·.J~:'~~

said she told Guyon that
BASA members would be
in Carbondale tbis
summer to be involved in
selecting a director.
BASA
member
Stephanie Collins said the
association wants a
director hired from
outside the University
because "No one here, to
my knowledge, is
capable of being the
director of BAS."
But BASA member
Franz Mullings said be
hopes Luke Tripp, BAS
cordinator, will be
considered for tbe
director position
Tripp said that be
would apply for director
of the BAS program if the
position is treated.
Guyon to give us a personal
commitment. We want to know
what he will do as president of
this University.
'l"he BASA said it wanb! to
determine and bold future
meetings between tbe
organization and Guyon,
Guyon said.

WHAT-A-WEEK
ONE WEEK OF SAVINGS FROM DOMINO'S PIZZA®
------------------------------This is a specal week for you and we _nt to give you HlMthing..,.a.1. Thll'. why
we've invented WHAT A WEEK; a whole week of ..ving. from Domino'. Pizza. Just CllII
end ask for ttJe dly'. specaland enjoyl
NO COUPON NECESSARY.
Customer pays applicable sales tax. Um~ deI~ area. Oller good a' parIicIpdng lacalions only. Not va~d with
any OIlIer coupon or spec:ial. Our drivers carry lesslilan $20.00. 01988 Domino'S PIzza. Inc.
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BILL, from Page 1 - - - - White House lobbying, said he
agreed to vote against the bill
after the president personally
promised him he would introduce a new trade bill as
soon as he vetoes the current

one.

"I think he is very aware
that we need to have trade
legislation, but that we need to
have responsible trade
legislation," Kames said.
But Senate Democratic
leader Robert Byrd of West
Virginia discounted that
scenario.
"Another bill is not wired,"
Byrd said, "Those who are
gambling on that one are
gambling ona weak reed. II
The Democratic leader also
warned that "the outcome on
this bill can affect the outcome
on (the U.S.-Canada)

:E~=:n~f:e!~e!tu!:

trade barriers between the two
countries over the next 10
years.
The trade reform bill is more
than 1,000 pages long and
reflects years of work by
almost every congressional
committee to open international markets to
American products.
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House approves defense
measures on key treaties
WASHINGTON (UP!) -

Ignoring Republican pleas
to avoid an arms control
frenzy before the Moscow
summit, the House approved Democrat-backed
moves Wednesday on two
key treaties, the 1972 ABM
pact and the unratified
SALT 2 accord.
Theactions, the first steps
in two weeks of work on the
$299.5 billion fiscal 1989
defense authorization bill,
mirrored moves made last
year alJd were decided
largely along party lines.
The House voted 2..;2-159 to
limit President Ueagan's
Strategic Defense Initiative
missile defense research
program to experiments
that fall within a "narrow"
interpretation of the AntiBallisitic Missile treaty.
And on a 240-174 vote,
members said Reagan must
abide by weapons launcher
limits in the 1979 SALT 2
treaty. Both issues passed
by nearly identical votes

last year.
Rep. William Broomfield,
R-Mich., the senior
Republican on the Foreign
Affairs Committee, said the
arms issues are recycled
"political pet rocks" and
"one would at least hope the
arms controllers would halt
their onslaught" while
Reagan, who already got
the INF treaty, seeks more
progress.
Talks with the SOviets are
under way on strategiC
arms and space weaponry.
The ABM measure
parallels last year's
restraints on the "star
Wars" or SDI program,
prompted by an administration effort to
declare the treaty actually
allows a broader range of
testing than thought. The
amendment limits the
administration to a list of
1989 tests it submitted, all of
which fall within the
"narrow" definition of what
the treaty permits.

For ,hi. CardlNNlrtl ....'

Your friends hove been to Mother's, The Snuggery and Haymakers. Where are you going to toke them down here that's
much different?
They have never seen anything like .RED'S
A place they will always remember
'RED'S is not just unique to Southern Illinois
It's just plain old unique

!hI. s.tunllly: OW 17 with W.yne HI.clon on fldcll.
To.....",.. t ...I. cell 5 ••-8221

MAKE
NEXT TERM
THE BEST TERM
OF YOUR LIFE.
lVe'Ye got quality housiug for 8ingle8,
doablee, _d small groUp8. We've got
wuhen. dryers, microw.ve8. WE'VE
~ .. GOTGKEAT NEW TOWNHOUSES
~·~.
FOR: YOU
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TRIAL, from Page 1 - - some point during the trip
while he was in the back seat.
Public defender Robert Van
Derhoff. tried to shake
Feirich's testimony by attempting to show that the
trunk was not visible from any
position in the 'back seat. Van
Derhoff asked that the jury be
allowed to get into the back
seat of a car identical to the
one driven by Russell.
Judge Steven Spomer denied
Van Derboff's request, saying
that taking a jury on a trip,
even across the block, "would
resemble taking a third grade
class on a field trip to a fire
station."
.
Feiricb was sitting upright
in the backseat so Russell
could see him in the rearview
mirror, Russell said. Feirich
said Tuesday that he was
forced to lie down in the
backseat during parts of the
trip.
Russell said he wasn't trying
to bide Feirich's presence and
that he took open roads. The
route be took went from Route
51 to Route 149 througb
Christopher to Interstate 57.
Russell got off the interstate
near Champaign to take
Fisber Road, a utility road, to
Interstate 55, which he took
into Chicago.
Russell said he made five
stops during the trip. During
one stop he telephoned
someone whom he said contacted a Chicago newspaper
and told a reporter of Feirich's
arrest.
Russell claims Feirich
misappropriated $6,000 of
Russell's money while acting
as R\lSSf~ll's attorney. He said
he took Feirich to Chicago
because he believed Feirich
had too much power in
Southern Illinois and
authorities would ignore his
accusations.
The funds Feirich allegedly
misappropriated were mOD-

~b~= 1=d~~y:~

tained from the Bank of
Zeigler, Russell said.
Russcll said a banker told
him the loan was paid off two
years before and the bank bad
sent the checks to Feirich.
R..ISSell said he didn't know
that Feirich was receiving the
funds' or' that Feirich had
arranged for the checks to be

I

written out to John Feirich for
James Russell.
Feirich testified Tuesday
that Russell still owed him
money.
Russell claims be paid
Feirich $15,000 to $17,000 for
legal services rendered from
1976 to 1979. The only evidence
of payment was a pbotocopy of
a $5,000 cashier's check, which
Russell said was a retainer
fee.
Russell said he bied to
contact Feirich for 'two weeks
because be wanted to know
what happened to his money. It
was not until after Russell
threatened to take the matter
to a disciplinary council that
Feirich cootacted him ~
Paul Shane, director of Mid
America Bank, Russell said.
Through Shane\ Russell
secured a loan ana signed a
statement saying be was
satisfied with Feirich's services and terminating. the
relationship.
Russell said he felt the
statement was not legally
binding.
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Viettwm ,HI
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South of the Border
~ Night .,~
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-Build your own Tacos
-Frozen Morgoritas $1.25
eTequlla Sunrl •• '1.00

Police
Ac.6emy
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-Corona Beer 90¢
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Based on a true story.
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STARTS FRIDAY

All The
Beer and Bowling
You Want

Entertainment Guide
Wells 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Friday at P.K. 's, 308 S. Illinois.

SPECIAL EVENTS:

Em. PbiUps, 7:30 and 9:30
p.m. Tuesday at B.G.'s Deli,
1620W.Main. Tickets are $6.

~~::~::~~~

at noon; Kanika Kress and the
Blues Express 2:30 p.m. and
Nicholas Tremulis 5 p.m.
Saturday.
"Osiris JOBes" 8 p.m. Friday
at the Calipre Stage on the
second floor of the Communicatioos Building. Tickets
are $2.50.
Forum for abe Arts; poet
Shirlene Holmes and ceramic
artist Anita Powell will lecture
at 7 tonight in the Student
0_11 _ _
A
Center DAUluum .
'I1le Dinatones, 9:30 tonight
at Gatsby's, Campus Shopping
Center. Admission is $4.

The Magie of Disney: A
Spring Band Concert 8 p.m.
Friday at Shryock Auditorium.
Tickets are $2 for adults and $1
for students.
MUSIC:

Brian Crofts and the Do

Dotsun and Company, 9 p.m.

to 12 a.m. Thursday tbrougb

Saturday at the Holiday Inn,

SOOE.Main.
'I1le Dus&era, 9:30 p.m. to
1:30 a.m. Friday and Saturday
at Hangar9, 511 S. Illinois.

Four OD the Floor, 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Friday and Saturday at
Prime Time Restaurant and
Lounge.

Mercy, 9:30p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Saturday at the Pinch Penny
Pub, 700 E Grand.
New South Whales. 9:30 p.m.
to 1 a.m. Thursday at Tres
Hombres,ll9N. Washington.
Old '37 Band, 9.'30 p.m. to
1:30 a.m. Saturday at Fred's
Dance Bam.
'I1le Stranded Lads, 9: 30
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. at Gatsby's,
Campus Sbopping Center.
The Windows, 9:30 p.m. to
1: 30 a.m. Friday and Saturday
at Gatsby's, Campus Shopping
Center.

Balloonist aims high
for altitude record
WASHINGTON <UPJ) - Per
Lindstrand, the Swedish-born
balloonist who already owns
records for the farthest,
fastest and longest hot-air

~~~e~m ::~':t::!

stratosphere and the world's
aJtitude record.
Hang~a~ro~

the "Stratoquest" flight in
June, using a l2-story high
balloon and secret propane
mixture, will place LiDdstrand
into the stratosphere within an
hour Gl takeoff, allowing him
to Dreak the existing altitude
record Gl55,l34 feet.
Lindstrand said be hopes to
reach 60,000 feet.

Lindstrand, 39, now living in
Oswestry, England, at the
Welsh border, set a world
distance record last year by
flying a balloon across the
Atlantic Ocean with fellow
pilot Ricbai-d Branson, and
holds world ballooning records

for flying the fastest at an
average 100 mph and the
longest~ation at 31 hours, 41
minutes.
"I want to show the world
that ballOODS are not just little
toys that go flying acroas the
sky lor a couple of hours,"
Lindstrand said, announciDg

Y:e~e:=~or:rz

Laredo, Texas.
"We're doing the basic
(balloon) research here that
they did with the airplane in
the '40&," said Linilstrand.
"We want to try things OIl this
level aDd eventually work (the
balloon design) into the
everyday balloon."
Ballooning above the 55,000feet mark bas long been
considered impossible because
of the lack of oxygen in the
atmosphere needed for the
pr~pane burners, Lindstrand
&ald.

NEW MOVIES:
Above tbe Law
<University Place 8. R) Steven
Seagal stars as a Chicago cop
up against some sinister CIA
agents involved in drug
smuggling.

BEER'N'
'- BOWL

Bioocisport - (Varsity, R) A
martial arts movie 100000y
basedona true story.

Col..-. - <University Place
8, R) Sean Penn and Robert
Duvall star as a mismatched
team of cops on a special antigang task force. Directed by
Dennis Hopper, this movie is a
controversial, but realistic.
look into the life of city street
gangs.

-

Every ThurSda~
\$6.00 Per Perso ~
10pm-lam
I
tS'1Ptiat1 Sports Cel1t~ \
Behind University Mall. Carbondale 529-3272

CriUeni Z: The MaiD Course

c~~·c~~~
VIDEO DAnCE CLUB

<Fox Eastgate, PG-13)

Sequel to the successful
"Critters," about a bunch of
outer space fur balls that
wreak havoc on Earth.
Sunset - (Varsity, R) Bruce
Willis stars as the legendary
Hollywood cowboy Tom Mix,
who hooks up with the
legendary real-life cowboy
Wyatt Earp, played by James
Gamer.

Presents Our World famous

Ladies' Night
~

-Come dance to the
best mu5iC videos in
50uthem Illinol5

~Secretaries'

i--i

BASH

~

ApV;e;;.29

.
.~

If). . .··

To

Debi Robinson
&
Stephanie Bedinger

;

FREE

/~ £IIAJIPAGD
AlO)

Quy5I

ADMlSSIOlV
FORALLTBE
lADIES
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you won't

Thanks for aU the help
you give us. The
Graduate and
Professional Student
Council appreciates
your dedication.

want to
ml55Jt.
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Complete dinner include. our
tasty T·Bone
baked
and our , ...... ICN'____

potato,

Can·Ear
Buffet!

\1
I

THE

I

81G
'8.99
For a large Quatro's cheezy deep pan

pizza with I-item, 4-1..... 160z. bott{ea
of ...ps. topped off with fast, fr~ d.Jlivery
from 11-2 & 5-c105e.
Includes salad buffet
with Hot Spot' (01/·
you-can.eot) and
baked potato.

$399

Kids 5 & under

~:=~_~~:_~~-:-:-roe~- :-u.
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I

$299

AII-¥oll-Can-Eat Salad
Buffet and. Bellerose
Ap6fed lunch that Indud" frail Df9dollles, fres/t

fruit, lam Df9dollles and CIDO IlOl SOUJI'. Spedall, priced.

10:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
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I

K-Mm'( '"lnzll
Curbmulnlt·

No Coupons Needed

We know the value of a good family meal.
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Candidates look
toward November
By United P..... International

I
I

The two parties' frontrunning presidential candidates, looking beyond the
man-to-man combat of the
primary season, concentrated
Wednesday on honing the
arguments they can alm at
each other during the general
election cam~ign.
Tuesday s watershed

~d:}~~lv~~el ~~,~

claim on the Democratic
nomination,
and
the
Massachusetts governor
already was focusing on the
certain GOP standardbearer,
Vice President George Bush.
Dukakis said he welcomes a
chance to debate with Bush
and promised the autumn
showdown will defy predictions of nationwide ennui:
"I've never been in a dull,
boring contest in my life and 1
don't expect this one will be
either."
Civil right leader Jesse
Jackson, DOW bearing the
weight of two massive defeats
to Dukakis -last week's New
York primary and Pennsylvania - tried to re-energize
his campaign bv insisting,
uThe hope is alive.~'
Jackson campaigned
Wednesday in Cincinnati.
Ohio, Indiana and the District
of Columbia have the next
primaries May 3.
In a speech to the Ohio
Association of Broadcasters,
Jackson leveled a sharp attack
on Bush for "almost digressing
from reality" by ignoring the
bread-and-butter issues important to Buckeye State
voters.
Bush addressed the
broadcasters Tuesday on the
proposed "Star Wars" missile
defense and Jackson said
Wednesday, "I cannot imagine
the vice president standing
here talking about 'Star Wars,'

Dukakis promised that
the Iran-Contra
scandal will be a
significant issue in fall
because it 'was one 01
the worst things that
happened to the
United States in
recent memory. '
as if that's a priority for Ohio."
"He's talking about 'Star
Wars' when our children
cannot afford to go to college,
when people working at the
minimum wage are not
keeping up with the cost of
living. It's almost digressing
from reality."
Dukakis was going to a fundraiser in southern New Jersey
later in the day. New Jersey
and California have the
season's final primaries June
7.

Earlier, at a Statehouse
news conference in Boston,
Dukakis spoke soothingly
about his cordial dealings with
Jackson: "I think there is a lot
of genuine respect. 1 think
we've always had a good
relationship. "
Dukakis fired off some barbs
at Bush as wen, suggesting, "I
think the vice president would
be well advised to stop
criticizing others for a while
and address the fundamental
issues thatface the country."
The governor also promised
that the Iran-Contra scandal
will be a significant issue in the
fall because it "was one of the
worst things that happened to
the United States in recent
memory."

Reagan makes plans
to stump for Bush
WASHINGTON (UPI) Vice President George Bush,
the Republican nomination
just a handful of delegates
away, had lunch Wednesday
with his boss and they made
plans to hit the stump together
soon, a White House
spokesman said.
Bush, who has campaigned
very lightly in the last seven
weeks, was in the capital for
his weekly working lunch with
president Reagan a day after
his 79 ~nt !ictory in the
Pennsylvania pnmary.
With the Keystone State
results, the United Press International count - whicll
tabulates only elected
delegates puts 1,092
delegates in Bush's column,
just 41 short of the 1,139 he
needs for nomination at the
Republican National Convention in New Orleans Aug. 15
toll.
This week, Bush campaign
officials said victory in Pennsylvania would officially 8f'8l
the nomination - thanks to 60
unoppoeed delegates running
in the New Jersey primary.
White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater said Reagan
and Bush "discussed politics in

general and the vice
president's strategy in the
months abead. They also
talked about (appearing
together) at a political event

soon," which Fitzwater said
would be tantamount to a
presidential endorsement.
Illinois Gov. James
Thompson, who was chairman
oJ. the Bush campaign in the
LaDd of Lincoln aDd who has
been touted as a possible
running mate, met briefly with
Bush to discuss !litics and "I
can guarantee &:t subject (a
running mate for Bush) will
not come up."

Dukakis
attacks
GOP

Woody A))en's

"Everything you wanted
to know about sex
but were afraid to ask."

BOSTON (UPI) - Gov.
Michael Dukakis, fresh
from a convincing wiD
over Jesse Jackson in the
Pennsylvania primary,
aimed attacks Wednesday on Republicans
on topics ranging from
the lran-Contra scandal
to the trade bill,
The
Democratic
presidential front-runner, the day after his 2 to 1
victory over the civil
rights leader in the
Keystone State, used a
Statehouse news con-

Frida, 7.' and 11 pm

r-------

I ~~"

~=~m toof re8:!id!:

Reagan's vow to veto any
trade bill that contains a
provision requiring
business to give 60 days'
notice before closing a
plant.
He then headed to
Springfield, Mass., to
meet with companies and
workers affected by a
1984 state law that levies
sanctions on companies
that do not voluntarily
provide a shutdown
notice.
The trip fonowed a
Reagan
visit
to
Springfield, where he
again promised to veto
the trade bill should it
contain the plant-closing
provision.
"This isn't statistics,"
Dukakis said. "These are
people who in many
cases have given years
and years of their lives to
their companies, to the
jobs, to their communities, who suddenly
find themselves out of.
work and wondering
what's going to happen.

----Roast Beef

17~·99~
(Umit4)

lIItax.

FAST FOOD,""'" STYLE.

Not vaHd with any other offer.
Sales tax charged. Offer good at
paJticipating Rax only.

Expires 5·1-88
Mt.V_

t! Don't Be An
Underage Clo
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SIZES TO FIT MOST

~S7.50 MOTORCYClfMAKfS

12 VOLT SIZES FROM
$16.90

Clown'n' Around

Ua.TnRY SUPPLY
In Mu~tak.l71 North to
Indutlrial Park lid. (across from
McOanaId'.). Tumleftatfl,.tslap
..... lhenleft ....lntol'U',
Iattery Supp/r.

Sprlngfest 88
Sponsored by the
Student Programming Council

CaII.17-3344

Genesis Control Systems

..-..P.

Birth Control & Related
Health Care Products

ION . . . . . . . . . C O _

+

PROTEX
1 Doz. c2.75 '1.50 shipping & handling
TOUCH Condoms 3 Doz. '6.50
For FREE CATALOG, Mail Ad to:
P.O. Box 553, Oak Forest, II. 60452
N~E--------------------------------------ADDRESS
____________________________________ ._
CITY-________________________________________ _

STATE ---------------------------Or Call: 312-617-5553
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Na.vy finds sailors' bodies
Fleet spokesmao in Norfolk, said.
"I have sweet peace about
said.
the bodies of three sailors who
The vessel filled with smoke knowing he's with the Lord,"
died when a series of ex- and toxic gases after the ex· said Joyce Lindgren. "I would
plosions crippled the sub- plosions and fire ripped the just like to share Marshall with
forward battery compartment the nation."
marine USS Bonefish.
"I think they have done a Sunday. Non-nuclear subIn Washington, Chief of
super job in trying to get the marines use diesel engines Naval Operations Adm.
men out. I'm proud of the while 00 the surface .nd carlisle Trost said, "I am
Navy," said Joyce Lindgren, electric motors, powered by saddened by the loss of the
mother of Petty Officer 3rd the large batteries, while three men.... Al1 three were
Class Marshall Lindgren of submerged.
dedicated professionals who
Pisgah Forest, N.C. "I'm just
The Navy uses its last four understood the inherent
glad he wasn't torpedoed out
or anything. I'd rather it be an
accident than an act of war."
Bordelon, who was to retire soon, had told his
The other victims - the
Navts first submarine family he was concerned about problems with
fatalities in 20 years - were
identified as Lt. Ray Everts the Bonefish and did not want to sail aboard it.
Jr., 30, Naoma, W.Va., and
Petty Officer 1st Class Robert
Bordelon Jr.,· 39, of Willis, diesel-powered submarines to dangers of going to sea. My
Texas.
simulate Soviet craft in deepest sympathies are with
Bordelon, who was to retire manuevers with U.S. war- the families of these men who
soon after 20 years in the Ships. The Soviets operate died while proudly serving
Navy, had told his family he about 100 diesel subs.
their country."
Earlier, Trost said the men
was concerned about problems
Families of the victims got
with the Bonefish and did not the sad news in persooal visits may have died while saving
the lives of their fellows after
want to sail aboard it. Twenty- early Wednesday moming.
two crewmen were injured in
"We've expected it. We were the submarine was rocked by
Sunday's incident. Twenty of prepared, but it's still a the explosions.
them have been released from shock," said Richard Etie, a
the hospital.
family friend who answered
"So it may be that they
A Navy rescue team found the phone at the home of simply ensured that everyooe
two bodies in the Bonefish's Bordelon's mother, Adell got clear, and they themselves
control room and one in an Burger, "We were still didn't make it," Trost said OIl
administrative compartment praying, but we're thankful NBC News.
shortly after midnight. The they found his body."
Lindgren, who celebrated
cause of death was not imThe last fatal accident inmediately known, Chief his 21st birthday April 18, volving a U.S. submarine
Joseph Mowery, an Atlantic "loved his job," his mother occurred May 21, 1968.
NORFOLK, Va. (UPI) -

The Navy Wednesday found

Pentagon
to close
launch pad
-

COCOA BEACH, Fla. (UPI)
A $3.3 billion military

shuttle laune.1} pad in
Caiifornia will be formally
mothbaUed next y.~r, saving
the Air Force more than $40

million a year, officials said
Wednesday.
Maj. Gen. Donald Gromer,
commander of the Spuce and
Missile Test Organization at
Vandenberg Air Force Base,
Calif., said the savings would
result from finding alte.""Date
users for most of the facilities
that make up "space Iaur.ch
complex 6" - S~ - at
Vandenberg.
The futuristic Vandenberg
shuttle pad currently is on

;~~~os~re~erAirstaF~~

about $50 million a year,
Cromer told the 25th Space
Congress, a yearly meeting of
top aerospace officials.
By finding alternate users
for most of the SLC~ facilities,
as requested by Congress, the
Air Force \I·ill only need to
spend f7 milhon to $8 million a
year to maintain the shuttle
pad itself and the main control
center for possible future use.
"What we're going to do is
put those facilities in mothball5 so if we need them in the
future we can reactivate
them," Cromer said.
The future of SLC~ was
thrown into doubt by the 1986
Challenger disaster.
Because of the accident and
the resulting emphasis on
flight safety, NASA's three
remaining shuttles cu-rently
are limited to carrying about
39,500 pounds of cargo into low
Earth orbit.
But that figure only applies
to launches from the Kennedy
Space Center in Florida where
rockets and space shuttles are
launched east, taking advantage of the speed provided
by the Earth's rotation for a
sort of slingshot effect.
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Fr.e Pizza

• FREE Small Cheese P~zza ~jth order of

"Th~ Best Around"

LG. 2 Ingredient Pizza
Limit 1 per order

Pick-Up or Delivery

Grand Ave. Mall

549.7811 Carbondale

~~RESTAURANT & l.0UNGE
THAI CUISINE STEAKS 'sEAFOOD

Seafood Buffet
-Assorted Appetizers-Fresh Salad Bar-Seaiood Salads-Shrimp Eggrolls-Snow Crab Legs-Hot & Cold Shrimp-Peel Your Own ShrimJ'-Scaliops..()ysters-Frog Legs-Cod-Catfish-Cantonese Seafood Dishes-Thai Seafood Specialties-And m~

$12.95

Per Person

56.95

Under10

Friday Night
5:OOp.m.-10:00p.m.
-By Reservation Or Walk-In206S_Wall
(Corner of Walla. Walnut)
4574510

Z

MYTH
!Dw.king li£t,u y_ mad..,.J.

wit'

!1Ot!Wlu

,

!"

womuo.

fACT
It can also make yau more
aggressive, inappropriate, interruptive
and sexually harassing with

One in 3 women will be raped
in their lifetime-many of these
attacks are alcohol related.
Try being a porty penottlnsteod
at 0 porty animal. If ~ declcIe
to drink, fXIC* ""'" Intolce 01_
mor-.lhon /.2drlnh,..,.hour.

Springfest Teaser

Th;BD;;;~;= J
(from San Francisco)

Ladies' ~
Why Take a Chance When
You Can Cet a Full House At

University Hall ,~~
.~
-Solar
Pool
,W
East
Heated
-Directly
of Schneider
-Dining Services

('{il!

1

y Mixed Drink of

Your Choice
Fri. &.Sat.

-Laundry Facilities
-['ietlClan Consl.oltar.r on Stan

-Variety of Recreational Activiti .... s

-Large. Sunken Main Iluur Luunge
-Prjl,:illt.' & Double Rooms

Booking Tours Daily 549-2050
If no answer, leave name & number

Open 9am-5pm

~

1101 S. Wall St.

The Windows
(From Martin, TN)

ACAOSS
1 Thrall
I Drift
11 Carpenter'.
tools
12 They snlggle
14 Noisy
15 A....-.t.
17 Ch.....u
18 - ......rts
19 Dutc:ll

Today's
Puzzle

- ....

20 CorreI.tlve
21 - girll
23 Void
25GumlIO
26 OHice W«II_
26 Fermented

61 BrIng Inlo
harmony
62 TlIII'CI
13 SImpletons

.:!':'
32
,.rtght
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.......
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31 ..............

Ii .........
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7
I
9
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Otherwtae
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50 Aun.

cIIJ

51 e-ythIng
52Ftitlllly
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NeIt. .......
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.......

noIIIIy
11 Slllall drinks
22 iliaci! CUCIIoo

53 Gem. Ofg.

51 Supreme
beings
51 Nerw ceUa
10 Feral

24 Gratifies
25 Room In •

Chicaeo

0It1~

32 MaIc:IIecI
caIIection
34 FatMrIy
35 WoIII wIIb

4 Scene 01 •
trIeI

~

45 W.....
46 Chalcedony
41 Son 011_
46111.-

55 Far

......

29 Aoman patloe
31 Eaclelnalion

3 Duell ......

2OnIha-

350abu"!lly
311 A9J!!;te
44 SaItpe ....

Tlaura.a"..Sunday

Puzzle answers
are on Page 21.
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Burley's SholDlJar

""emlsls··

37 Turin
natM

Bappy Boar - Drafts 210
DaUyS-7pm

I1IOIIeY

40 P...

41 Ga_1IsII
42 e-tuling 10

---

43 CydacIn
....ntI
45 Supenlaecl

Opera 12ruao....2&m. dclUJI
Located,. mile IlleSt 157 at Jo,....toft

46 Falthlul
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52 Thallentl
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DIRTY DANCINGNlGBT

$50
Dance Contest
Premium Speedrans
CUERVO.

8mi,.""g

..

JI

BACARDI
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·DlrtyDrfnk Specials fDbeannoanced

Briefs
MICROBIOLOGY STUDENT Organization will meet at
4:30
today in Life Science

D45O.
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
will present "Literature From
the South," a panel discussion
with Rodney Jones, English
profe5SOl', at 3:30 to .Jy in
Faner Humanities Lounge.

ForA

Limited Time
Only

59~

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS Club will meet at 6
tooigbt in the Student Center
Kukaskia Room.
WlLDUFE SOCIETY will
meet at 7:30 tomgbt in Lawsoo
2ZL.
UNITED

seeing
you!
All of us at Kronies
bar are looking
forward to seeing you
and celebrating the
end ot a hard-working
semester!

Kronjes is the perfect
place to catch up on
times with old friends
and enjoy the summ~r, especially in our
outdoor patio area.
We have tenffic
happy hours, Monday
through Friday, two
bar areas and fresh
pizza and buffalo
wings are always
available. And you'lI
flip over our weekend
specials on upside
down marguerilas
and liter Long Island
ICe teas.

NATIONS

Simulation Association wiD
present "The Genesis of
Global ~ C.......;..usnes..
by Robert Muller, United
Nations official, at 7:30 tGnigbt
in the Student Center video
Lounge.

And, H you want to
throw a party, there's
Kronies Upstairs - our
upper level, perfect
for entertaining
groups of any Size.

SAILING CLVB will meet at
9 tonight inLawsoo3l1.

UNIVERSITY PlACEMENT Center wiD sponsGr a
resume writing wCll"bbop at Z
p.m. Friday in Quigley 203.
~NVIRONMENTAL

KSHOPS will

WORsponsor a

moonlight canoe OIl Little
Grlis!.y Late at 7:45 p.m.
Friday. For details, call 5294161.
REGm~T10N

DEAD~

INE for the June 4 Graduate
Ree«d EDminations. June 9
and 10 Americ:au College
Testing
Proficiency
ExamiDation Program, and
June 3 Test of EDglisb is May
Z. For details, call Testing
Services at 536-3303.

HardShell

BeaD

Tacos

Burritos

Now AcceptlDg Phone in Orders for Pick Up
457-4925

We have great plans
for your vacation come on in and join
the fun!

KRONIES
18 E. Bellevue
Chicaeo
649-6500
Just off Rush Sf-••
RiSht in the hean of
Chicai!o ni2htlife!

.--- ------- ------------------. I

Reagan:
Meese is
staying
WASHINGTON (uP!) - A
defiant President Reagan
rejected a report Wednesday
that White Hou.'>e insiders are
campaigning to oust the
embattled Edwin Meese and
declared only if the attorney
general "had a complete
change in character" would he
fire him from the Cabinet.
Reagan's all-out defense of
Meese, a consistent stand, took
place during an Oval Office
photo session with Canadian
Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney ",lien he was asked
about a rep!)".·~ move by
some close associates and
longtime friends to orchestrate
Meese's departure.
The Wall StreE.. ';~i1al
reported that former Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger
and seasoned political adviser
Stuart Spencer are among
those now convinced Meese
cannot continue to serve
because of the ethical and
Jegal cloud surrounding him.
The Journal said Weinberger, Spencer and other
longtime friends and
associates ha,'e been considering how best to take the
issue to Reagan and find a
smooth way for Meese to
resign and be replaced swiftly.
Asked about the report,
Reagan said: "I shouldn't
answer, but I have to tell you
no, I m r.ot aware, and I
thought the story was completely inaccurate."
Nor would he support a
secret plan to remove Meese,
he said.
Asked if he could envision
any circumstance under which
he would fIre Meese, Reagan
replied, "Well, if be bad a
complete change of character. "
White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater said he could
not elaborate on Reagan's
remark.
Weinberger disputed the
Journal report as "all wrong"
in a Cable News Network in·
terview Wednesday and insisted, "I did not have an)'
suggestion that Mr. Meese
should leave. "
"We have a good attorney
genaral," he said, "and that
story was just wrong in most of
the major particulars."
Clearly the issue was
causing jumpy nerves in the
White House. Communications
Director Tom Griscom called
a guard t::; escort New York
Times reporter Steven Roberts
out of his office Wednesday
when Roberts asked about the

I LA ROMWS PIZZfI ~~~~ I
ff 1/32oz. Pepsi ~:i -. :~'"-/I
~I
III $1.00
0
_ •• um.......
_II~;
fREE Delivery

w ..........., . .

l

I

I
I
I
I

or X.Large
Pizza

or medium pizzo

\

2/32oz. Pepsi's

limit one per pIZZO

~
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Old Style
12 pkcans

~~~

$3.99
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April 28. 11am-2pm
Also on the Student Stage

Cup consumer
Julia WiHler, junior in elementary education, tooks
through a selection of clay cups being scld by the
Southern Clay Club on Wednesday outside of Wham.

-_._ ......... '1·BIRD SPRING

TUE. thru. fR,.is:oopmto
.

6:30pm

(0 closslc rock bond)

Come on over and listen to some
good tunes and check out the crafts
IN THE FREE FORUM AREA
(ne1Jf 10 tit. parlelng~)

AVALABLE APRIL 22nd to May 12th
FORONLY

$9.95 YOUR
CHOICE OF

*SHRIMP & BEEF K-BOB, SALAD
BAKED POTATO AND GRIU,ED BREAD
*SEAFOOD COMBO (3 SHRIMP,
2 FROG LEGS, & FISH), SALAD,
BAKED POTATO, AND GRILLED BREAD

WATCH FOi~ OUR SUMMER SPECIALS

J~lsrory~.~~~~~~~~;;~:;;:;;::;;:;;;~;;:;;;~;;~;;;;~

Ramada Inn·s
Oasis Loan._

Rt.13West

Thursday
South of The Border Night
eBuild your own tocos
efrozenMargaritas,1.25
-Tequila Sunrise .1.00

ee-.......C

Happv Hour

CC3

"'piII

5-7:.......,.. ...........

Thursday
5·12

~_.~,
~.

BUY 1 GET 1 FREE!
jNootht"rdl'lotount.. .,apph.

Buya Fuii Volcano, Blue Typhoon
or one of our tropical drinks ai
regular price and ~et the identical

Imports '1.00 Pitchers t2.SO ~.jf
I t81
Speedrails 70C Drafts 40C ?!~Ir

friday Night +0
Dance Party
ro~
9pm to close

Sours 9SC
9SC

Saturday
Classic OI"les

Bar Whiskey Shots SOC
Peach Ooiquiris $1.25
Island Iced Teos $1
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TAKE 20% OFF
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ON TODAY!
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Reagan, Mulroney avoid
clashing on acid rain issue
WASHINGTON (UPI) What was not clear.
President Reagan and Prime however, was whetber
Minister Brian Mulroney Mulroney's "ideas" were new
bailed free trade and defense or in any way represented a
cooperation Wednesday to retreat from ~!"lier Canadian
gloss over the major cooflict in calls for specific targets and
U.S.?Canaciian
relations: timetables for reducing
irreconciJable differences on pollution..
acid rain.
The response from Reagan
Setting a cordial tone for the was described as "We will
last in a series of annual look at them.'"
summits, Mulroney opened a
The senior official. who said
two-day state visit by muting Tuesday there is little cbaDce
his public criticism of U.8. of an acid raiD accord until
policy and his insistence the Reagan leaves office - at
United States commit to a plan least in the form sougbt by the
to reduce acid rain.
Canadians - indicated the two
"The issue of acid raiD leaders remain deadlocked.
remains a cballange for us,"
Admitting the two governhe told Reagan. "Trus, as you ments still lack "a basis to
said in Quebec City, Mr. move forward," the official
President, is a problem that said scientific disagreements
belongs to both of us. We must at the heart of the acid rain
continue, and we sball, to work debate "not ooly were not
together for an equitable bridged; nobody tried to
solution to this important bridge them."
challenge."
At a State Department
In a private Oval Office luncheon, Mulroney said. "One
meeting, a senior ad- area where our expectations
ministration official said have not been achieved bas
M~ney a~ ~hed the been on the subject of acid
notion - rejected m the past raiD." But, he said, "We are
year by the United States - of working together...
a formal accord to reduce air
The lact of a public rebuke
pollution tbat causes acid rain. from Mulroney 011 acid rain

~
Introduces

~
~

pl!liEAPPLE
pl~ZZA

reflected political realities.
With Reagan wilikely to budge
during the short time left in his
term, Mulroney is looking to
Congress and tbe next
president for a stepped-up U.8.
commitmenl
The Canadian leader was to
speak to Congress Wednesday
aftemooo.
Reagan has cansistently
objected

to

orrl.-5'ing

Come ..5"~?l. Pounders
,Pound 16 ~ returnable bottles '5 C
A Few!
-1.10

Mid-

westernindustrk:s to tate
sterner action to prevent the
airborne poIlutiOll blamed for
acid rain, which damages
lr..tes, Itnams and trees. The
J.......idert argues that scien. _. .deuce 011 the causes
and cures of acid rain is not yet
clear.
Reagan and his wife, Naucy.
extended a warm ceremODial
welcome to Mulroney and his
wife, Mila, toOpeD the visit and
-'ad " hlll"'r_ti..
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FmdOutMore

About
CarleCareHMO.
Students earn money and gain job
experience this_ summer. Positions
now open in:

All HMO enrollees within the southern Illinois area are invited to attend a
special information meeting. Although recent news stories have created some
confusion for those individuals with HMO coverage. CarIeCare continues to be
a snnng and viahle healthcare coverage option.
CarkCare's marketing rq>re5entatives will be on hand to answer your questions
anJ tell }'OU _
about
comprehensive benefus and large provider network
offered 1,' CarIeCare HMO.
Don't miss this OJ'I'OdUIlity to find out _
about
quality coverage available
through CarleCare.
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Prof: Censorship increasing
in nation's public schools
By John Mohler
Staff Writer

Censorship is increasinJ in
public schools, associate
professor of curriculum and
mstruction Margaret Matthias
said at a seminar about
freedom of information and
media access Tuesday morDing at Morris Library.
Matthias said school boards
use "the most bland" teacllir.g
materials to avoid conflicts
with parents and community
groups who may find more
informative materials objectionable.
Many teachers are using
textbooks published in the
19608 or the 1940& because they
~t. concepts in a more
mteresting and effective way
than their 19808 counterparts,
Matthias said.

balance

SHE SAID a
must be
found between freedom of

access to information in the
claRsroom and parents "rights
to dissent" to protect their
cbildren from objectionable
materials.
Matthias said objections
don't come only from rightwing religious groups. She
used as an example the recent
case of Carbondale substitute
teacher Curtis Caldwell, who
bas been threatened with a
lawsuit by a parent and
American Atheists for quoting
the Bible while teaching at
Lincoln Junior High School.
"We (teachers) can't stand
in the corner (and alloW) the
greatest, most subtle censorship of all-presenting only

Many teachers are
using textbooks
published in the
1960s or the 1940s
because they present
concepts in a more
interesting and effective way than their
1980s counterparts.
the bland," Matthias said.
SHE URGED school boards

SHALIN SAID freedom of
access to information increases with one's positioo in
Soviet society.
.
"Stalin was a great fan of old
~:nlin:rstyle movies,"

to adopt formal procedures for

Speaking in the afternoon

processing parental CGmplaints about teaching
materials.
Matthias was one of three
speakers in the morning
forum, which addressed access and expressioo freedoms
in the United States.
The seminar was the first
presented by SIU-C Library
Affairs to feature University
speakers exclusively, James
Chervinko, seminar committee chairman, said.
"It was a great success,"
Cbervinko said. "I was surprised (at theattendence)."

forum with Shalin were
Jyotika
Ramaprasad,
assistant professor of journalism, who described the
press system in India; Bruce
Appleby, professor of English,
who detailed the Chinese and
Thai press systems; and
Charles Parish, professor of
linguistics, who spoke about
the press systems of Sri Lanka
and Burma.

ABOUT 40 people attended
the morning and afternoon
sessions.
In the afternoon forum on
access freedoms abroad.
assistant professor of
sociology Dmitri Sbalin, a
Russian emigre, said that

MYTHS
CD YDU THINK'
THEY AREN'T.

Soviet premier Mikail Gorhachev's program of glastnost,
or "openness," already bas
changed the Soviet press
system since its inceptioo
three years ago.
Shalin said he is a "cautious
pessimist" about glastnost and
added that the "odds Corhachev faces are formidable."
Shalin said many Soviet
leaders before Gt'l'b3.chev
have attempted the reform.

ABOUT

THE MORNING forum
featured Matthias and keynote
speaker Ralph E. McCoy,
emeritus dean of library affairs, on first amendment
freedoms; Howard B.
Eisenberg, associate professor
of the School of Law, on the
Freedom of Information Act;
and Joe Foote, associate
professor of radio-television,
on limits to press freedoms in
the United States.

RAPE

Females who have been sexually assaulted range in years from
infancy to old age. Men. both straight and gay. are sexually
assauIt~d too. by other men; primarily. women are the targets.

DD YOU THINK'
THEY AREN'T.

Studies show that the majonty of women who have been sexually
ol5SaUlted .u-e acquainted wllh lhe men who olSS,lUir Ihem. Rapists
are not always strangers; they can be acquaintances. fnends.
neighbors, or relatIVes.

DD YaU THINK'

Rape. are unplanned acts and rapists are men
who have uncontrollabl~ sex drives?

THEY AREN'T.

Most seKUal assaulls ar" !'Ia"",," ,n advanc.-. The rap,st has ,!
,n hIS mind to rape a woman - any woman - or he has a specific
woman In mir.d. Sexual assc.ult IS an act ~ ph\iSlCal and emollon,,1
violence. not ot sexual qraniicanon. Sex 's mvolved '" sexual .'lssauir
only as the means the raplS! uses to express h,s anger or violence.
but II,s nOI the primary mollVallng factor.

DD YOU THINK:

Most rapes are Interracial ?

THEY AREN'T.

SlanslK"al evidence shows lhat mo.t sexual assaulls are commlfted
by men aga,nst women 01 Ihe same race.

DO YOU THINK:

Men don't have to be concerned about rape; It
on I, attects women ?

NDT TRUE.

N"iIMr men ncr women can be proud or nor can live saielv m a
.;ulture thaI Ul .'lny w;,.v encourages or condones acts "i sexual
"'Olence .award OIMS. In addition. men. 100 are VICtimized by
sexuai assault; -lnd men have WIVes. lnends. m"lhers and daughters
who may be assaulted. lastly. rape will nOI cease until men slap
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OHlce loca'• •'
Me.clow .......
Cclrb.......l.

Open SclturclcJp lQ-.fSundCly '2·3

Town Homes-Houses-Apartments-Mobile Homes

~

Ju.... '175 .... ~.

Extras Include:
Washer/Dryer

HeatPump5
DIshWasher

.. •• .... ·_-..·'.. ·.. 1

eonly 0 profeua-l family ...... camlder this
beautK,.. 3~. 21ooth. home at 905 s.
Emerald. Stam I ....... at $5!O.GOmonthIy.

eOnIr m l _ from Crab On:haod LeU. this
_ l e o ! twobedr-.. _only $23O.GO
monthly.SlartsMay 15.
efaJranlcal priwKy In thIs_~ DeIoIo
duplex. Central olr. natural gao Mat. ond
Iorge ",rd. ,185.GO.

457-3321

c-.

457-3321

APARTMENTS

HOUSES

-Your own Ma,ed garoge/-" __ at
thil 2 .....room at 306 N. Oakkmd. Stam

-.

ufil. No .......... cal' Susan 1-.195-

5·._ .............. 360710152
»TS. HOUSH. TIAIlfIlS. dos. 10
S1U. fum .. S - or FoI'. , ......
-'.529-351101'529-1820.
5-11 ....• .............. 361480153
GEOfIGfTOWH »15. SUIIUT 0
ro..r, apI. for Summet'. Gr.atIy
reduced ,..,., Off/. . ..,..., 10- 5:30.
529-2187.
5·11-83 .............. J62110153
51'ACIOUS. COlO'. FUfIN.• Sum......
$210 month. I mill. _1Ir to....,..,..
CaflS.9..fSI7.
5·5-83 ............... 3 _ , . '
GOOD NflIIISI STIll Summer
• ..",....207WOoI<.Apf.•. ColI
offw 12 p.m•• 4.S7-41760.
5-J-88 .•••••••••••••• 362910147
3 MDIIOOJM An. $\'OWOf/E Sf.
....... vtll_. _ _..,.,. In·
cIuded. S300 S - . t>O. 360 foil.

Phofte549-0399-..... .

••.atl'aD

. . . . ,. . . .t

1207 S. Wall C·.....
457-4123

Brand New 3 & 4
Bedroom Townhouses

- Applianees
-Windows

....pertJ'

lUMMI. ONLY·
i<ien<ies &31drm. Apts.

One Stop Housing Guide

Wall & Campus

woIIr"-_.529-4639.

Vail Apart_euts •••

$480-$800 RIO.

2117.
5.'-411 ............... 331910151
2 IPIIM APT _N.• DC. daoeto S1U.
_I. - , a< ""'. Affw_ 457·
7782 eN' 549-4265.
5·11-411: ............. _ , 5 3
lOW SUMMEfI ItA TES for I ond 2
- . . - . - , . fum.·unlum .. air.
FoII.-'aha.4.S7-6956.
6-1_ .............. 3 _ ' S .
I ONE IDIIM UNlT. unfuml."-d.
someufililles paid. "50ma. 3m""
east of
In qul.t
...~.petsolroy.<:O"'37·
3971.lInoanswwcall_ln.
101' c:AUONDAlE lCXATIONS Fa.
FoI'. I ond2bdrm fumls"-dopll. no
,..ts.coI'684-4I45.
NfW 3 IPIIM 512 S. 'IIall. fum .•
dose to flee. Summer 01 foil 5293511 01' 529·I~.
5-11.,. ••.. '" ... '" • 361310153
s.-EfI SUIlEASE' VffIY nIaI.
_ . Iurnio"-d I bdrm opt.• 5 min.
5.1_ .............. 377110152
fIOOMMAU
NHDlD
FOIlmo.
2 bdrm
opt. _ _
• SIlO
plus

52'-4301

Summer
and

LUXUIIY 2 IfDllOOMS. UNfUIIN or
fum. Sublel for S - or ...., fa<
"",usl. &lremelynlalI529-2187.
5.'-411 ......... , ..... 33,_,51
fa< 5293 Of'
4I/EAUTlfUlFUllHlSHEO
,...,..,.. __ Summw»T.
or FoI'

Cariaondra'_.

•• 7. . . . .

'Noodruff Services

Conveniently located
Next to 5ChooI on

1931.
5-2-83 ............... 3305101.
IEAUTlfUl THREE AND lour

thorOUghly
c:Jeaned b9 our cleaning 5taff.
the\! are 3qUeaky clean and reiIdv
tor you to mwe Into. Apartrnent5
ewen yow mother
would be proud of.

Avallable

~.~:..~~,: I r---'Ar'lpr:Ar'ln;;::M:::E:::N:::T=r-"t!
:~ ';':t~,::'~"~ ::..~~~ ~;:;;
SIU APPROVED

n_

~~.~!;=:;:

~ apartment 15

Now Leasing
for SprI... ' . . & ' ••
Furnished

2 Bedroom
To.....o ••••

u.ed

313380145
SUMMEII IlENTAlS. WE ho.. e/·
Ilclency I. 2. and 3 bdnn opts. Now
a.all_. C:all Ionnl. Owen. 5292054.
4-5-83 ............... 323110149
VEIIY NEAll <:AMPU5. lexwy 11K'
nls"-d ""c""cy. Gn>duor. low 0<
medlevl .,..dents onl,. no ,...ts. Col'
684-41.5.
5-11.,. .............. 31_'53
I.AaGE 2 IPIIM. OIIIET _ .
c:orbondaIe C:Un/C. Furnished. a<
un/umlolled. S360"". s.u/25.
5.11.,. .............. 323410153
SPACIOUS fUIIN. 011 unfum. l _
eft. I or 2 bdrm. oU aled. quiet
_.4.S7·S276.
5-11.,. ....... _...... 314110153
lEST VIUUE. urn. Ind .. .". 1.2
bdrm. SI211-$240. foil 01' Sum. 910 'II
S_.4.S7-6ltJ_.
5.11'" ........ ' ... . 329110153
I ANO 2 IPIIM »TS. 0-.. ""'...
687·1931.
5.'-83 ............... 334110151

Aputmeatll, Bo1uIes.lIoblle IIouea

lurnJru'" old route 13 wtlst. turn
So"th cd Midland Inn Tovern, and gtJ
3 mIl... 811)' anrl Sell. S.9..f'78.

month. "..

~':.u ..............

~toClltnpus._9'foll.

~ _ "_r",.,~·.\Royal Rental.
1$;
a.. ...........

.. 371680145

Only

=~:: ~"~:;~:=55::S:'

CAII.ONDAlE. LtUGE EffIOENc:Y.
fum. opts. Near _ . both. full
kiter-.. DC. ""',", seltl"l/. free
parkIn". lincoln VI'Iage Apts .. S. 51
and P I _ ' Hili IIaod nexl d_ 10
Sa,..kl "" ..ndromaI. S..mm... $165
mo. foil S200 per
Ident
Man_ on premIs". <:oil S.9·

~forsPn:a".",= =,::
for "0" Information call 'Z,~ 1012
Walkl"l/dls,.",... $49-~.
l':;~.=;;;=;!:;;==;;~:;;;=-, 5.1-411 ............... 330lI0153

549-6610

FURN. ONE AND HAlF bIb from

~~~.

5195. Rawlings

Clean & Quiet
No Pets
Shown by Appointment

..

't;',~:: C""0~e<.6~.m: 53~::'~:"

.~

eone block
from campus
-Washer/ Dryer
-Microwave
e2 full bathroom
. -Dishwasher

309 W. College
5095. Rawiings

Carpet&Air
Laundry facilities
Water. Trash & Sewer

5·5·88 ............... 355080149
FEMALE SUMMER SU8LEASE".

-"'"!,ts 01 711 Soufh
I'aj>Ior 51. <:Oil 457·7352 or 529·5m
:r29~~~~~~·.. _ 1 6 3
NEAll HOSl'fTAl. I if!>lOOM.
nicely fumll"-d. Qu/.1. No pets.

flPfiRTME"TS

-,men'. Col'

and
un'.".,..
onespaciOUS.
hall
a.on,
air. dish
only
_ J ......
OM :
one hal/ blocks from _ . <:Oil

5120 rna. A.al/. Aug. IS. Summer
sublets SilO mo. 451-7355 oft.,. 5

Nla NEW 2

==.e

OffIce -

"EW TOW"HOaSE

~C;;:;,=-,,::;:. ~'=;5ond FoIl.
:=B siia..iAsi,i Nff:;~~-:,'::.
~;:'71:".-

I

I............._~..._~.,.;;,.!!_!!!!!!!!IOI'.A....~.!!S.!!'-4I""~60~.:===tIL=-t

..
•• 347510153
2·1 IPIIM A"TS. 4 1I.00cs from

~ f~d~~...<t's-:,r.~:::.:.c:.j f':2S=:5S;:~"' mo. I-e.
;~':'29 ..5_~: ......... J562Ah •.f7 ~'!. ~2~CKmo':"i:'I~~U;;. ::.

COOl VAllEY KENNelS· Boordlng·
36 runs $2 . S3 Q doy. Hwy ,..

C:all S.9-

~·:~S ilV::KiTCHiN.-:.t::.~
10·5;30 doll,. !~~~":h,,,~.!..==':::
:..,~~s:/.:s:;:;,,:.7~2~~~ mo. ~.2';:M' A,;r.. FURN' ;';" ..'.:t'.;!':':.
:~~:'::.;.;::::'

=:

~=:~.J ~·-n

~.

C:AII80ND/UE.
ADJAc:ENTIO<OrIIpus.onW..,MIII

lIenll"l/ foil. Summer fa< 2.3.4

~ts~:~.!.rQ.,j~H ~':.TA". lASS lESSONS. Mo.' k':'::::""!':;..~':::';, ':r.
't~.:a~.~'~'......... 30''''"44 ~,=' ~i':.Hf.~..:.':ci. :;~ ="t..~c:r:,.,~'529fLECTIIIC AlAYTAG DflYf_ and 2 6140.
='on~o.::::n:ell:S;:"~~~ i ~::'f fiNDER 'SQuiRi ~~~\:; ~faEr»OOM'RiM:;';':':~
Gulfot w-omp. 01110 ,,,".,.. cord.
.trop. Paid S575. will .ell fa< S300

Qulel students

rJ~~~E= fu':.",,!TM.!~~!: ~~IITMENTS.

"'/vaIe,orcI.90rden• 30H.C:olloge.
ovoIl.Junel.SI7Sma.I·N5·2567.

::f,:" ............ ,. 36llAfl62 :':S~S~~~ m~H;:,;~.'::f. ::~::.s;"!:!l=Mrd=.~!

6080.

. 234Ol1a14.S

4·:H-83 ••.... .

Ste...

tobJe.boath

do',.

I

TOWN HOUSE. 2 IPIIM ..mum.
beaufifur "J~ on 5 acres. great
Iocalion. S.9-65N e_.
6·21-:t ....•........ 35_,58
COAlE . NICE ONE and ' -

, ..III w.t: Quiet 211edroom.: behind
.......
Hew
Carbondale
Clink
Carpeting. LigMed Portelng. SecurHr
one! ~ at only $3!I9.00monthly.

Mobil. Homes
2& 3 a . . - a t
910E. Porte
You11Love:
<Great New I.ocationI
8510rage lulldlng

et.ItIhtedParking

..... , _ ia perfect for the
............. w i t h _ ....
~•......- ..Itchena.........

dining _ . roull ....... __ to

....-d.

Porch or

IoIconr

~&_

with .-h
. . . . . atno

acIdItIonaI ~. Iehind CaItIancIaIe
OInlc$39S.00"""""".

-....y .....

II wwth .... ~.
OnIy . . .........., .......... _a
_ . _ . Only 7 ........ ....

CartIandDIe.

AIr~.

~.nIce--..dl....

Lr:J...
....
~

~

fMtutiftt:

<.w.TV
<-traIAW

.......,..",..
<Joee toe-,..
eNahnal Gas EffIcIency
e50rryNo ....

c.tI . . . . . . A-.

1

'

2&,-"-at
714 E. College

457-3321

"'29-88 .............. 37181014.S
COAlE. FUllNlSHfD AI'TS. I block
"- _01410 W--...
' - 2 bdrm S3III. 3 bdrm 5475.
Also 3-S bo,o to ....... Iarp 5 bdrm
house vi 609 S ........
,,--,..,.-. <:01'''7-4577.

"45 ,..,.

[:::~:::.:.::::::~:::::::::.:::]
...,.,_2"""._-..,....drI
...
D.... wo.,..,..
wa,"er-d,.,.r.
UNlfUEVAItf SI-.sr SUIUASE.

_ . ca. A..."..,. June I.
457"'''.549-3973.
+29-U .............. 312ab145
SMAlL GfODfSIC IIOMf _
......
- . _. 2""". $HOmo. 4.S7·
2971-..
5-2.................. 3092Ib146
NEA111'Jff IIEC.QNTR. _
2 bdrm
- - . _ ond a hoff baths. ell
_ , ,.arlol.... _ _ air. S.'.JII13
or 4.S7-41 I ...
5-2-83 ............... 31231b145
SEE THE IIEc:.QNTR " - __ " - '
daOI" ......... new '..,.. 3 bdrm
townhome ...·.hwas......
- ' - . . ,_
. , ._
. prI_
fenced
Slp"I/
_ fa<
A .... polio.
I oc·

m_.

cupancy. Sony no pets. 457-41194.
S.,.3973.
5·2-83 . __ . __ ......... 3120lI0145
SPAOOUS _ . 011 1Infum. all
brld<. 3. 4. 01 5 ".",•• - . , _.
_ ,...... _.4.S7·S216.
5-II ................. ~I53
2 IfDlOOM HOUSES AND opts .•
"'._ce to camp....

wa''''::;''
=,74':"'Aut:::.!!:ths.

)

............. -- •••• 34CNa144

BUOY SPACIOUS CXII.WTR'f..."".
1 ... 2~""""'''''';
= : . , . . , . . . . , . 4 5 7........

6-1- .............. 3M4Ib154
DIG HJS :I _ _ ""'- $275. 1In1/)'

:='~...:::r."::":~
- . . . as law
'"5 per ..... 4.S7•
01

7337_457-41220 afIer 5p.m.
5-11-83 .... __ ..... __ . 36611b153

1~~:-.3~

~1Ida· $49-1240.

4-21-83 ..... __.... __ .. 346511>144
4 IPIIM HOUSE. 'lIEU frapt. fum.

I

=.:='!~:rr'

no pets.
5-4-88 ............... 346211>141

\

j

Sanglass.s
Enco.. do ':¥lU thlllk 1
look like the
Marlboro~,?

I

E.::·.:.a~:~::=:··:.:.:.:. :.~
.2><65 f AND ........ shady lot......
..... _ . _'nil' DC. Woods_
..... 47 R _ Va/•." .-65f.7652 ...

54,.,,72.
fOSTfII'

RENTAlS

IENTING ""

~"""d.:.."':W:;;...:r!:i

........... dGs.IO....."..,."" ......

S_. Nopela52t-HG5.
5·"'" .............. 31131<'51
lEST VAlU f. HANSfMAH St . fall fII'
Svm.
61931_ _ ....bdnnS175.
",,"_. 457·
5·11 ................ J299k.53
.ooM IN RAILfII'. S65 _. and lraH

_'_2

vII/llIes. """""

'n _. DC.......

a...-lnll",achll'e.457·5501.
Slcro-S24C1 MO. SINGLES AND
OOIIILfS. N_ and for ,..". fum.•
_ted. nat. gao. a.c. 529- ... '.
fOSTIlt IfNTAl5 RENTING ""
Sum.- and ,..". fuml.-. _.
pefed ami dean. Unde<pInned ami

:=~5':,=r,""l'ark

_
2

.............. 22_.45
.ED.ooM TMllfll'S. OUtET.

=:e:';,,%,t.
~c:.:;o"'~'::
Woods ...... 529·1529.
""",I/o. South

5·'.................. _151
2 8lOCKS AIO M CAMI'US,

n'..,

...Idenee HaUs. Room. anti Meal,
Approved fresh....n and Sophomore

"" ..... ancl2_mob//.
tram.. from S200 .-nIft. fum'shed.

"oualne

In walking distance to all classes. Christian Living
Center, quiet study atmosphere, good food setVed
smorgasbord, and trained counselors.

"YOU'LL LOVI n HIRI"

FaD and Spring Semester 1988/89
SIng/e ~cy $4000 Yearly
Double OccupanCy 12600 Year/y

8API'IST STUDENT GNTIII

701 w.t Mill

61.529·3552

FOREST
Now accqJting applications
for Summer & Fall

HOUSING

Now AftlJable
c.M. . . . . . . . . . TY

•.~I'wtIIsIted&~
'.2-"-AncfIored

-In room cable~. V. service
- Kitchen or food sernce available
-Close to campus
Forest Hall
820 W. Freeman
457-5631

iMttr s.vtng41JfwWp1"""

·New~fod'• HoturoI Gal

• HIm> QujeI& Clean

...Ph.
-......-.. ...457·5266

• !We« CampuI

• s..r., No "-fs1Wcepled

University Heights
Mobile Home Est.

--_._.

Mon-Fri 9-5
W.."...1d.
(JultoH E. Pork St.)

"Duplex" Mobilehome Apts.

0'

Two ml'cn eost of HoMo"; 200 yords we$l "Ike Hondo"
Country •• "ing; Clean; Furnished; Coble TV avoiloble .

SU.......rS-.....t.r
Sioo securily deposit; llent $135 per montlt; go•. water.,
trash plck·up i. /,... during tlte summer; no pets.

Fall s....ester
SJlJOdepo.It; Rent 5.35 per montlt; neal, COOKIng, waler
fro_h on'y S45 peT .nonlh; 9 month contract; no pets.

Ottesen Rental <I Real Estate .Ii&·rlfices

549·6612 days/ 549·3002 evenings

OBILE* INDOOR POOL
OMES Carbondale Mobile Homes
Hwy51 North
Rates Starting
at

$145 PerMo.

PH: 549-3000

Fr••
to..ySIU
7tlBus
__

FURNISHED

I

ROOMS

PI/IVATE

5.51 HIGHLANDER SUBDIV. 2hdrm'j LIVE-IN.MAIN. TENANCE MAN.
newly remodeled .... ulto.d ceiling
Troll.,. Parle bchange fa< renl

THE HANDYMAN-LAWN mowing .. CHItDtESS AFFECTIONATE COUPLE
yardworl<. brush cI:-orlng. U. . 1••I<Ing Inlonl 10 adapt. W. alter

I

!~m:::,f ::,~ ~:~;,.,C::s~~ c;:,m;:; :~17~~.'Bh~~.. ~~9-7~~6811~ ~~r:.n"" h~/P/~/.Co/~ s:~::gg'l~ :~';:';~;:: SprIng clean up. lI.llob/•. , :!::,';ty'.},~/I7';",!"~o::: ;:!~~

I
I

I

room. Cob/. TV. _sh., and dryer.
Kllchen and both cI""ned. 457·5080.

VERY NICE. I 8DRM. furn..

I yr.
In May. Rof. and

!eas. slortln

I

GOVEIINMENT JOBS. SI6,lUO S59.23O yr. N_ h/rtng. Your..-.

5·11-88 ............... 3211EI53
TYPING·EDITNG·WRITING. Sam.

coIled onytlm.
ClndyondOGn.

(312)

011

~:::,er:.;:::po":::i':.enral=:"::~u=:;'
I ~;;'~
01

~;~~~~i~~;';'nC;:!.n~-!!~

No pots 549-140(,·SOUTH.
380281151
711 ' C",.uONo'Aii."
2
'lances
a<
::t::9.IJ°llJ
•
5-6'" ..
. .. 370811150

's',"

~.,,:~;

.... ~
"':'
l.....""""-="""""'-'........................... 1 'Mo~iI.
. ......:..,..."
,. .,. ._
.-:./. Lo•• .,."f
..... I.:··.. ···

I_mmat..

~~7..,.'d.~g;~~Ia,etct::::':~ ~~;~8

....... "
LASE. 51:,:.::.~.1.....1....-88

................
3511£149
INFOJIMATION
PROCESSING.

field required. Salary to S14.0IHI pJu.

~=~~o ~:..":.o~fos:m:.7. ~7~. ,~~/md.:~~t~::

box.. andoth.. speciol.HecIs. You
choos. type styl. and .,... $","Compuler Servlc..
Eo.
Sh_/ng c.n ..... VII/';"'lnk otfJ<e.
549-6720.

phpsbaraE.O.E.

4·29-88

.. 3699C145

'110'.

SEC.E,A·'Y.·· SElF-MOTIVATED
studenl wo<ker ...dod to manage

=r:,

deparfm.ntol oftlce. _ . ,.,po at

~'LDWOOD MOIlLE HOME Pork =~ 5~,:r. . : : : : . '::'i':::::: !::':,ic" iT ;,;.;,;,,;,;g .~.
=--::'eq:::'slz~g:;mll':":::;;' :::. ~~~i~r;;;\a: ~I~S:~ f:'~•.Deparlm"". 536-7511. ,,"k ~~~::.""'. Free estlmotes.

MALE .COMMATE WANTED. Foil

I mid "m.MI

campus. SI40 plus ulllm.s (each).
Conlod, Dove ChrIstIan (217) 261-

5-"", ....... _ ...... 361 •• 1153

~

;B~RM HOUSE m1112 E Wo/nuf 3
poaploneedtwa ore.SI1Omo.oll

.
NOW HI.ING FOR Spr.ng and
Summer sem....... barlendr......
"-m.n (mu.I be 6'2.
225 Ibs.). Apply In person 9 a.m. - 6
p.m, Gabbr'•• 608 S. IL Ave.
5·11-88 ............... 2168CI53

utllltl.s Included. 529-3513.
I FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Summer. ""'Y nlee. fum. api, on S.
Poplar. SI50 mo. Call U. 529-2110.
4-"", . . . .
.. 3396801"
AVAILABLE NOW. 1/00IIII In 14x10

_It,..•••.

SALES

5................ , ...... 361OCI48
MANAGER TIIAINEE

5-"", ......... , ..... 3445EI53
AUTOWO.KS _ 80DY AND

cor. Sal. . . .porl...ce helpful. Coli
MIss Lowrence ot 993·2911.
5.10-88 .............•. 3495CI52
HAllISTYlIST WANTED GUAIIANTEED _
plus comml.slon. API'I,
atMOll.EHects.549-6263.

5-"", ............... 3511EI53
fF I'OUII HOUSE noedo deanlng call
457.IJ139 att.. 4 p.m. Excel/enl
_ _.
4-29-68 ......•......•. 3531f145
T.W. PlUMBING. 24 hr. service. IL

=ESS.~
..~ ==~ ';h:; ;:.n-=:~~~l/s~2,.:sin ::d
bOIl..... Musl hove von or large
.........tlc.549-5991.

:::n:i;u~t·7~~::~....~~f~h.:~=- :~~,~::"'~::: I=C:) f;:'5:'~: ~~~:LAj/ON' . iMivER' . :6~~~ ~~. OSI·I Imo. Coli 11m 01 54'-

~~TEw.i.iiiED",;"gI;t:! ~..s:".'.r.v.9~'"" ...

1545CI4,9
LlFEGUAIlDS FOR CIIA8 Orchard

t.c...... _sh-dry-mlcra .. deck with

=::'.f~a~I;"r::~8Su= ~;t~'M's'Fix'iT's~' :e~~~
I Mus.
have currenl ACT on fll..
Fllhlng rods and reell repair Mlnn

~~~J451-4B70: ...... 3154B.,46 ~r:';;~':~::'-:P~Jc~; ~!.un~:"',~'! Egyp.lan 1259 ~~~~~~'...... !518E18O
NEE" COMPATIBLE MALE-f.mal. to
certilled.
4·29-68 ............... 3625C145
1100IIII AND BOAID fa< _Ian."',
c!:;:;'b~':'; 5-1 l-SS .......... -.... 3268C153 VAN OliVE.; PART-time for mentaJ :,;;:a~z.. '::::'::'m::' b;
will stoysom. In Fo". 529-4517.
!!o~~ ~ c;:;,CO:~!;
~:'!~~=·l~" ~~a~_~::; .ncome· SI75 bo••• Good Somarllon

::-Z. ;,:.-z"t':

5-1''''

==:

. 37388.153

conditions. Apply In person. 9 a.m.·
I o.m. doll,. Newill. 13C_ervJlJ..
4-29·"............ . 344IC145
"AIIT-TIME. FULl·TIME lob· work
any where ony "me ,elling Watk'"1
Pre>duas. Infa·lra/nlngm. ., April 30
Corbandal•. La", In ..slm."l. HI!l h
profl'_ I_S's=.,. w·o.bl
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drivers II ...... Apply at lsI H_
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befa<oMap3,1988.
"·29-8' ............... 3496C145
PAIIT-TlME JOBS available I.... m....
loadlltg hoy balls Inlo barn. Mapl.
Spring Form. 684-4338.

House' 104. Mon.-Frl. 457-5194.
6-24", ............... 3482E161
WILL 00 YOUR parlrol' lit OIl. or
your _ , , . movl••Ior Of' .In_
from o photo. CoII4.S7.aD49 at,., 5.
4-29-61 ............... 3719£145
I'tOFfSSIONAL TYPING SEIIVICES.
T..-m papers. """l~ ,,"urne, report
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ou'
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call
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Mid.Mor . .Aug. 10. $135 mo. 2nd
hall uti. N~o'IQbl.. call GoI'Y or
Ben at 451-1356
2 FEN.ALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
$ummf",.. nice. fum. house on S.

"/cesondrq:fotJonsotSIU-Chll1h1y
.as/rob/e. Thl$ ,. 0 '-month term
appointment, Augus' 15. 1988
through Map 15. 1989. Salary
comm.nsu...... wllh respOllslblfJII..
and experience. flegdllne: Gil

~~=.SI.oom~."':"J/457-~~'.'46

;::.!d~f,=:: ::::rr:r..'::'1u:
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furn .. cabl •• Sl3Opermo. 457-6711.
4·29", .............. 374380145
NEEDED FOR SU_U, 2 subleas_
Meadow Ridge Town.......... $125
per penon. Coli immediate.,.

5.f>-88

4-29·1B ............... 382BCI45
STUDENT CENTER GJlAPHICS Is now
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=~::.:.:~o~~~ ~=,,:1.
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Poplar and Wolnuf. "-<II Coli
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3457.

4-29-88 ........... , ..• 3178E145
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hall
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~:~~ :~~~ ~, ~::'!:::.
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Alter5p.
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saw.
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Iran rebukes Saudi Arabia for breaking ties
MANAMA, Bahrain <UPI> A bomb exploded in a Saudi
Arabian Airlines office in
Kuwait and Iran delivered an
angry rebuke to the Saudi
government Wednesday, one
day after Riyadh formally
severed diplomatic relations
with Tehran.
The home-made bomb exploded in the Saudi airlines
office in downtown Kuwait
city, slightly injuring a
building guard, damaging the
office ard shattering windows
in surrounding structures,
police and the state-run
Kuwait News Agency said.
The news agency said the
device was placed on a
Sidewalk by the office and was
timed to explode when the
office was closed for evening
prayers. No one immediately

OPEC
considers
oil plan
VIENNA (UPI) - Six independent oil-producing
countries offered OPEC a plan
Wednesday to reduce oil exports by 5 percent, and
analysts said such a move
could raise prices at American
gas pumps by nearly 7 cents a
gallon this summer.
The OPEC nations, which
held two days of closed-door
talks with seven independent
oil-producing countries, did
not immediateJr respond to the
so-called Mexican proposal.
Colombia did DOt 6ac1: the
plan, under which the nations
would trim oil exports by 5
~e!.s~t.OPEC countries
A joint communique Wednesday said the prcjposaj by
the independents would be put
before a "consultative"
conference of OPEC's 13
member nations starting today
at the cartel's heavily guarded
headquarters.
"Tbere will be some in favor
and some against" at the full
OPEC meeting, "but they will
stay until we have a c0nsensus,"
said
OPEC
spokesman James Audu.
"1 doo't expect OPEC to
reject it out Gl baDd, but they
may make their own
suggestions," he said
Analysts contend coordinated actioo by OPEC and
the indepeDdeats to restrain
~ eould raise world oil

=

'!.a='!;.:~!:i

possibly pave the way fur a
"super cartel" with a stroDger
say in <:OIltrolling the world's
noodedpe'~ market.

Each $1-a-ba1'rel rise in
world oil prices translates into
an increase of 2.3 cents a
gaUoo at the gas pump when
passed through to the U.S.
motorist.
On the New York: Mercantile
Exchange, West Texas Intermediate - the key U.s.
crude for immediate delivery
- was up 5 cents to $18.65 a
barrel at midday.
The talks between the OPEC
pricing committee and the
seven nOD-OPEC countries Mexico, Egypt, Angola,
Malaysia, China, Oman and
Colombia - centered on trying
to reach an export-cutting
agreement that could be the
fll'St step toward a new global
oil coalition.
But the communique indicated that OPEC and nonOPEC delegations fell
somewhat sr.ort of that goal.

claimed responsibility.
The attack came a day after
Saudi Arabia severed
diplomatic relations with Iran,
citing "deliberate attacks
against (Saudi Arabia's) basic
interests. " Iranian I';unboats
had attacked a Saudi oil tanker
in the Persian Gulf two days
before the diplomatic bro...ak.
Gulf diplomats said Kuwait
and Bahrain, two other
moderate Arab nations with
deep concerns about Iranian
militancy, were likely to follow
Saudi Arabia's leadership in
severing ties with Tehran.
A Saudi memorandum
handed to Iran's charge
d'affaires in Riyadh Tuesday
accused Iran of violating "the
principles of good neighborliness and mutual respect"
and threatening merchant

"Snapping of ties with Islamic Iran is proof of
Saudi subservience to the U.S."
-Morteza Sarmadi

ships entering /.Ind leaving
Saudi ports "with acts of
terrorism and sabotage. "
Diplomats said the Saudi
move also was a clear
message to Washington that its
recent purchase of ballistic
missiles from China was to
thwart any aggression from
Iran and not to threaten Israel.
Iran responded to the Saudi
action by issuing an angry
criticism of the Saudi
government Wednesday, with
Iranian Foreign Ministry
spokesman Morteza Sarmadi

claiming Riyadh was "toeing
th" U.S. foreign policy (line)"
by breaking relations.
"Snapping of ties with
Islamic Iran is proof of Saudi
subservience to U.S., " Sarmadi was quoted as saying by
Iran's official Islamic
Republic News Agency.
"The White House has
chosen the Saudi rulers to play
a special role in the implementation of its plots for
spreading U.S. h~emony in
the Persian Gulf, ' Sarmadi
said according to the news

agency dispatch from Tehran.
Sarmadi also claimed the
Saudi action was aimed at
diverting Arab world opinion
from Saudi Arabia's opposition
to the presence of thousands of
Iranian pilgrims at this year's
annual religious pilgrimage to
Mecca, the holiest city among
Moslems.
Conservative Saudi Arabia
and revolutionary Iran came
to the brink of war last year
when 400 mostly Iranian
pilgrims died in bloody riots in
Mecca.
Iran accused the Saudi
national guard of opening fire
on the pilgrims and killing
them in cold blood. Riyadh
accused Iran of sending
fanatic Revolutionary Guards
to the kingdom to disrupt the
pilgrimage.

u.s. escorts ships
through Gulf waters
MANAMA, Bahrain
(UPI) - American warships escorted the 26th
tanker convoy .this year
through choppy waters of
the Persian Gulf Wednesday in the first such
operation since last week's
naval clash between the
Iranian and U.S. navies.
The convoy steamed
north toward Kuwait a day
after bad weather forced it
to turn back.
GuJf-based U.s. officials
and shipping sources said
the U.S. convoy included the
destr_C?,ers O'Brien and
Merrill, the guided missile
destroyer Joseph Strauss
and the guided missile
cruiser Wainwright.
The tankers in the CGDVOY

included the 46,723-toD Gas

Queen, a Iiquified ,as
carrier, the oil produCt
carriers Chesapeake City
and Golden MoIIardI, each
80,000 toDs, and the Golden
Monarch, a 92,8M-too U.S.owned tanker.
The sources said an
unidentified Britisb-flagged

tanker was sailing with the
convoy, which passed
through the Strait of HOI'muz into the Persian GuJf
before dawn Wednesday.
The escort began just
over a week after U.S.
forces destroyed two
Iranian oil platforms in the
gulf in retaliatioo for an
alleged Iranian mine attack
that almost sank the
American frigate USS
Samuel B. Roberts. The
mine ripped open the bull of
the vessel, injuring 10
sailors.
Tbe U.S. retaliation led to
a daylong clasb between
U.S. and Iranian forces. Tbe
Itgbting sank 01' severely
daJDaged six Iranian shiJII.
The United States
suspended the escort
operations until it could be
sure there were DO more
mines in the suH shipping
lanes. As the escort
operation began, there were
DO signs of Iranian activity.
Iranian speedboats
usually patrol the strategic
Strait of Hormuz.

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN
INFORMATION
Recent federal regulations require schools to ofter
Guaranteed Student Loan Exit Counseling. Each
counseling session includes information regarding
the loan repayment process, deferment provisions,
consolidation options, and debt management
strategies.
If this is your last semester at slue and you have
received a GSL, plan ~o attend one of the exit
counseling sessions oftered at the Student Center.
May 5, Thursday
Mississippi Room
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm
(or)
May 6, Friday
Illinois Room
10:00 am • 12:00 pm
Paid for by the OffIce of Student Work I Financial Assistance
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SPRING SEMESTER
CIPS SERVICE DISCONNECTION

Fuse Box, a local band, will provide alternative music at Springiest.

Fuse Box to play at Springiest
Band to compete
with attractions
set for mainstage
8y AIc"-rd Nunez
Entertainment Editor

Fuse Box, a local baud
scheduled to perform at 2 p.m.
in the free-forum area during
Springiest, will compete with
tbe mainstage attraction
Kanika Kress and the Blues
Express for audience attention.

Fuse Box, coDSisting of
guitarists Mark Jan.emsky
and Todd Hartman, drummer
Ralph Wood, bau\&t Steve
Marquis and singer Greg
Kessler, is being advertised by
the Student Programming
Council, the sponsors of
Springiest, as an alternative
music band.

"For the lack of a better
term, alternative is probably
the best description," Jarzemsky said.

The band is
scheduled for three
performances this
weekend - two local
parties and Springfest.
Fuse Box's set consists of
original and cover songs, including "Terms of Psychic

Warfare" by Husker Du,
"I.O.U." by the Replacements
and songs by the Dream
Syndicate and the Maguoliaa.
"A lot of bauds do covers
beeause they think the
audience will a~te the
classics and. Top-4O aoogs. We
doo't do Top-4O," Jarzemsky
said. "The covers we do, we do
because we like them. TIley
could be obscure."
Jarzemsky said the ~ is
scheduled for thre6 performances this weekend.. The
band will olay at local r-uties
Friday ana Saturday night, as
well as Springfest Saturday

days."
Jarzemsky said he is DOt
expecting their performaaee
at SpriDgfest to open any
musical doon for the band, bUt
they do hope it will attract
more interest ill their music.
"We probably will be 5posed to a lot of people who
wouldn't ~ see ","
Jarzemsky said. 61 hope the
crowd is good. It all ~
wbo is on the mainstage.'
Kanika
Kress,
aD
established blues baDd in
Chicago, is aebeduled to
perform l1li. the mainstqe at
the same time Fw.e Box will
perform iD the free..forum
area. J~ knows Kress
and her band will be tousb
competition, but he is hoping
for the besl
"Most al the people will be
hanging around the mainstage, but we hope to lure some
~~ away," Jarzemsky

Troupe to read poetry on Calipre Stage
The Authorized Conrad
Aiken Troupe will read poetry
on the Calipre Stage at 8 p.m.
Friday ill the Communications
Building.
The troupe will recite poems
from 'amws authors such as
CODrad Aiken, GweL:bn
Brooks, Don L. Lee,
. e
Clifton, Mona Van Duya, Leo
Tolstoy and Mark Strand.
Gail JoJmson, coordinator at

the Calipre box offJee, said the
troupe consists of three faeulty
members from different
universities.
The troupe's J)el'formanee at
SIU-e will Conclude a four-day
tour of four universities.
The troupe includes:
-Robert
Overstreet,
founder and din!ctor of the
Aiken Troupe. Overstreet also

is a professor alliteratule fo;r
performance at Auburn

UDiversity.
-James Tiller, a philosopby
~~ at Rollins College ill

-Jo Bolin Shields, teacher
in the Department of Communicatillll. at the UDiveraity
of Toledo ill Ohio. Sbieldl ....
perfOl'lDld ill ShakespeareaD
produetions.
Admissillll. for the re:ital is

$2.50.

•

"

•

Emina Disorder
f\nJ[]reness Week
"

(hursdt.J\J. f\tJrll 28 IUdIOIS 1liii, SIU QIIIw.
7-11 At

CXNUBIVI! <MIRIIATDI1:

~i...

.. 1IoooweI7 •••Col~ CoriIet.t., ~t.
............. Ilt.. AIathaIIJ'. IIospital,
St.. Louia.

eo-sp..ored lIt":
IlaliIC DiJllJl'dera ..... Fame, ea...seliIC
Canter, ""-t' .. gen<icea, SUdeRl IlealUo
fco,_, Wcllu:Slllleftter, lIepu·taont. of
SociolOlO".
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If you wiD be leaving at the end of SIU spring
semester (or any other time) and wish to stop
billing in your IlCJme for Centralllli:1Ois Public Service
Company electric and/or natural gas service, you
must notify the CIPs office.

afternoon.
"It will be a busy weekeod,"
Jarzemsky said. "We'll be
playing three times ill two

.. ,

I f!9tact yourself Billing Is continued in your name
I If notification Is r.)t given~
I
I

·I
•

• For those custam.... in the Carbondale. Distrid.
• which includes Carbondale, DeSoto, ~II, Elkville.
and Makanda, the CIPS office to notify'is located at •
• 334 N. IRinois Avenue, Carbondale. You may request
I) that your service be discontinued either in person, •
by letter or by telephoning -i57-4158.
I

rI

CENTRAL I L L ' N D ' . .
PU.Lle • • AVlce COMPANY

I
I
•
II

L-----------ClipiSave---------J

COLLEGE STUDENTS
WANTED:
SUMMER OPENINGS
Thornton CoounuDity CoIlcF bas a wide raaae of ope.....
inp for colleF ...... home during summer ~ who
wlDt to earn a little extra ••••••a little extra c:oHeJc cmtit.
Applicalds must be willing to complete a credit c:oursc in
just eight weeks and agree to attend class at the specified
time Mondays through ThundaYI. BenefilS package
includes Fridays and weekeDds off•
()pcDings available in cvel)'lhing from accounting to
business 10 COIl\P\dCr lK:ieDI:c, ~. Enslish and
pbiIosopby •

Deadline for early registratioa is May 25. 1nterc:sIed? Call
toll free 1--.451..... for a free $Chedule. OaIy coUegc
students need apply.

".....CcMnmunityCo&ae.
We'IMake VOliProud.
lSBOO Sowb SIaIe, Sowb Holland, D. 60473

I
j

'Beetlejuice' has laughter
but not enough of Keaton
By Richard Nunez
Entertainment Editor

Anyone
expectIng
"Beetlejuice" to be a tour de
force for Michael Keaton could
be sadly disappointed.
Keaton delivers a great
comedic performance, but his
screen presence only accounts
for about one-third of the
movie's running time. His
performance is so brilliant
that it is strange the film
makers decided not to
capitalize on it.

The prodUcers did capitalize
on Keaton's performance for
advertisements and movie
previews. But his role is not as
large as it was made out to be.
The movie is about two
young newlyweds (Geena
Davis and Alec Baldwin) who
are spending their vacation in
their bome in a small New
England village. The two drive
into town and on the way bome
they swerve to avoid a dog,
drive off a bridge and drown.
When they return home, they
realize they are ghosts and

must live in their bouse. A few

Keaton delivers a great comedic performance,
but his screen presence only accounts for
about one-third of the movie's running time.
His performance is so brilliant that it is strange
the film makers decided not to capitalize on it.
months after their death, a
New York family moves into
the house and immediately
begins redesigning the
couple's beloved home.
Upset by what is happening
to their bouse, the couple
decides to scare the family
away, but rails miserably.
They seek help from their
afterlife counselor. Their
counselor is unable to help
them and they eventuaUy
enlist the help of Beetlejuice, a
ghost who specializes in
exorcism of the living.
The movie's special effects
are stunning and often
humorous. The afterlife in the
movie is highly surreal,
reminiscent of early Fritz
Lang "Dr. CaIigari" movies.
At times, thou2h. the special
effects burden the movie and
Kea~'s performance. The

movie would have benefited
greatly by concentrating more
on Keaton's characterization
of BeetJejuice, which is
hilariOUS, though briefly
touched upon.
Most of the movie is spent on
the couple and the intruding
family, who are unoriginal and
uninteresting characters. The
father is a shaUow and greedy
New York land developer, the
mother is an acidled, selfinvolved sculptor and the
daughter is a death-obsessed
teenager. These characters
obviously are meant to spice
up the script, but they serve
only to irritate the viewer
when more than half of the
movie is spent 00 their antics.
Though the movie does not
fail in aU aspects, viewers
probably will see Jess of
keaton in "Beetlejuice" than
they may haveexpecteci.

Horror films let young Puzzle answers
nrmrm nnrlnr:J
express gender roles r.lfUJnnnn
r:HUJ n rln rllll1m:m
r:mnr:J[T]nfoJ
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UP!) IslaDd, said he wouJd present
People who enjoy a horror
movie are influenced greatly
by the presence ol a person of Association in late May.
the opposite sex and his or ber . . He said borror films give
reaction to the film, a young people a ehaDce to
University of Kentucky express- t6eir sex-role or
gend~r-role
consistent
researcher said Wednesday.
"We found that when guys behaVIor.
"At a horror film, guys can
display mastery the girls enjoy
the film more, and when girls be 'macho' .and display
expre:s distress the guys mastery in response to the film
enJoy the film more," James and girls caD show distress,"
Weaver III, a telecom- he said. "Those two conditions
munications professor, said. combined lead to the ultimate
"And when guys display enjoyment of the film."
mastery, girls substantially
Weaver said be became
elevate the physical appeal interested in horror films in
and positive characteristics of college when he was doing
young men."
research at a movie theater in
Weaver, wbo bas conducted Bloomington, Ind.
two joint research studies on
"In.he basement, at the
horrOr films with professors
from Indiana University and peak of its popularity, was
the University of Rhode 'FooUoose,' he said.
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FREE DELIVERY
2 Medium Original Pepperoni
Pizzas for 58.05
(Topping can be substituted)
Expires 5-1-88

Lunch Buffet
All The Pizza and Salad That You
Can Eat
53.59
Mon-Fri. 11 am to 2pm

Buffet

5-8:30 Sun., Mon., Tues.

'3.59

Bring six people and receive a certificate

tor a free, one topping large pizza.
Delivery Hours; Cood Through 5-1-88
Mon-Thurs.11am-2am
Fri & Sat. 11am-3~
Sunday 12pm-l1pm

Call us!

529-3881

Dear Supporters:
The "Students Help Mothers March" for the March of Dimes 1988
Campaign is now concluded. We are elated to report th~t we exc.eeded
our $6,000 goal by collecting $10,500. Many people conbibuted to the
success of our campaign this year with gifts coming from businesses, the
Mothers March throughout the Carbondale community, a challenge by
Housing residents, and acceptance of the challenge by Registered
Student Organizations and University staff memoors. What a thrill it has
been to watch the hours of time given by such a diverse group of
people for what is undoubtedly one of the more important human
health issues on this planet. I feel privileged to have been a part of this
activity and am so pleased that we are currently receiving two grants

back to our University from March of Dimes.
My purpose in 1his letter, however, is to thank you. Your
contributions and support of this campai9n have, of course, been the
"right stuff' to which our success must be credited. Your generosity of
money and time are to be admired and appreciated by the community
as a whole. Once again thank you for your precious generosity to our
campaign.
Sincerely,

~

Libby Pettit,
Chairperson
"Students Help Mothers March"
1988 March of Dimes Campaign

Intercollegiate Athletics Budget
TOTAL REVENUE: FY88-$3,646,823 FY89·$3,499,947 TOTAL DECREASE-S146,876

FY88

FY88

FY89

$72.475 $84.500

ADMINISTRATION
SPORTS
BasebaU
Basketball

Football
Golf

GymnasticS
Swimming
Tennis

Track-cross Country
TOTAL
SPORTS PUBLICITY
TRAINING
STUDENT WAGES
INSURANCE

GUARANTEES
SCHOLARSHIPS
SALARIEs-NON STATE

57.200
150,655
258,698
13,400
28,550
25,000
12.800
56,500
602,794
23,550
36,200
20,000
55,000
134,000
361,000
152,000

60,000
180,000
200,000
12,500'
25.000
50,000
12.500
52,500
592,500
20,000
34,000
20,000
50,000
120,000
366,500
173,600

1,457,01111,461.100

TOTAL

-~" ·STEREO··- XP Speaker Wire

WOMEN'S

MEN'S

ADMINISTRATION
SPORTS
Basketball
Field Hockey
Golf

Softball
Swimming
Tennis

Track·Cross Country
Volleyball

TOTAL
SPORTSPUBUCITV
TRAINING
STU[)E.'IIT WAGES
INSURANCE
SCHOLARSHIPS

SALARIEs-NON STATE
TOTAL

:O_L-D_:_'fI_~'''''';;:_:t-:-:''-~-:-:-::--'

FYl9

Only

$85,000 $85,000
62,250
27.500
13,500
40.000
29.500
14:500
43.250
44,000
277.500
22,500
14,250
15,750
5,000
210,000
160,651
7110,651

'1 7 .95

30 Foot Spool

Eastgate Shopping Center-Carbondale

67,750
22.500
12,500
37,500
(25.000)'
12,500
41,000
36,000
229,750
20,000
13,000
15,750
5,719
208,500
111,207
...,~'

-The 'merffl end women's AlfTminQ budget:$ ..... .bMn cort\t*1ed.
The maney. $60.000................ man', _ , 525.000'"
00 to ...omen's sWWfIMII'I;

CENTRAL OFFICE: FY88·$1,398,203 FV89-$1,349,921 TOTAL DECREASE-S48,282

Restaurant & Lounge

BUDGET, from Page 24
have an understanding that in the men's athletics. The
he's going to do the best he teams get to share $50,000.
can, " West said.
However, men's basketball
West said she did the budget
got a big shot in the arm. Its as she used to do grades when
budget went from $150,655 in she was teaching. "I'd come
back with a different frame of
FY88 to$I80,oro.
"Men's basketball has the mind, three or four times,"
potential to give athletics some West said. "I'm confident with
very significant money," West it."
said. Getting in one round of
She seaid she sees the budget
NCAAs could bring the school
as realistic in income
about $200,000, she said.
The swimming budgets have PMjections, also.
been combined in one account
Projections in the "other"

category of the men's athletics
self· generated revenue
jumped from $7,000 tQ $30,000.
West said this expected in·
crease in revenue stems from
licenSing, in which the
department gets royalties on
merchandise sold that have
the athletics logo, and through
radio network programs.

good chance to practice our

"We're definitely not
going into this thing at
our all-time physical
best. We got the seed
we wanted though,
not it's just a matter of
doing it. The main
thing our players have
to remember is that
it's going to have to
be a team effort."

"Ellen has done a really nice
job for us this spring. She

played well in the fall, too,"
Auld said. "The No. 1 spot is
always the pressure spot, with
the media and the fans. No
matter who your opponent,
they're always tougb. Ellen
has done a good job for us
there."
Eight doubles teams have
combined for a 35-22 record,

-Coach Judy Auld

but Auld is unsure of the
tournament outlook for her
them. "We just haven't had a

doubles a lot lately."
The Salukis will go with a
familiar lineup. Moellering
00-7) will play at NO.1,
sophomore Beth Boardman
01-7) will play No.2, and
Cberebetiu is at No.3. Missy
Jeffrey (14-5) will be in the No.
4 position, and Sue Steubv (7·
10) will be at No.5. The No.6
position is up in the air at this
point.
"Maria (Coch) bas bad
problems with her back, she's
getting diagnosed today
(Wednesday)," Auld said.
"Julie Burgess bas had tendinitis and Michele Toye bas
come down the flu or a cold.
I'm not sure where we stand
(at No.6). I hoped that
possibly Michele would be the
one to help us out."

miles north of Hardees in M'boro
Restaurant open 7 days a week

In the Lounge... Tues.-Sat (open 8 pm)
Southern Illinois' Finest Entertainment

110 COVER C"flRGE

- (Bachelor & B'day Parties Welcome!)
For Reservations Call: 687-9532
. Steak Night FrIday Nights 5-9
includes baked otato & salad for $6.50)

Try our delicious BBQ
Famous For Its

In addition. West increased
the expection of revenue for
sponsorships. "I think we can
do more," she said.

TITLE, from Page 2 4 - - - strong singles team. Seven of
the nine players have winning
records for the spring.
"I've been pleased with the
singles," Auld said. "Dana
(Cherebetiu) has the most
outstanding record (13-6).
She's just had a really good
spring." Auld said that senior
Ellen Moellering has performed well at the No. 1
position.

1,4

Different Flavor
(served daily)

~_*_8IIIAPPERe.__~

ALL AMERICAN SPRBIi SAVINGS
CONSUMERS' NUMBER ONE CHOICE, NOW AT
SPEaAL SAVINGS!

During SNAPPER's AU American Spring Savings, owning a
SNAPPER is easier than_.
Get a tremendous value on a
SNAPPER Riding Mower America's number one choice in
rear engine riding mowers.

Hurry to your SNAPPER dealer
to get all the details during
SNAPPER's All American
Spring Savings.

• FREE ATTACHIIENl! Buy a
Hi~ Rider at regular retail
price aIid gel a Single Bag
Catcher or Dump Cart FREE,
or 50% off 8 Twin Bag
Catcher or Bag-N.wa.gone:

FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION
IT'S TRUE THAT 1988·89 ACTIFAMILY FINANCIAL STATEMENT FORMS
MAilED BEFORE APR!L 1 WILL BE GIVEN PRIORITY CONSIDERATION
FOR THE SIU CAMPUS·BASED AID PROGRAMS ...
HOWEVER, IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO APPLY FOR OTHER FORMS OF
FINANCIAL AID!

YOU CAN STILL APPLY FOR
PELLGRANT
Isse MONO ARY AWARD
STUDENT WORK
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN

NO DOWN PAYMENT AND LOW MONTHLY PAYMENlS WITH SNAP-alEDITl

JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER USERS.
HURRY' OFFER ENDS SOON

\

PLEASE MAIL YOUR 1988·89 ACT IFFS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO
ALLOW ADEQUATE TIME FOR PROCESSING BEFORE THE FALL
SEMESTER BEGINS. ACTIFFS FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
STUDENT WORK AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE,
WOODY HALL, B WING, THIRD flOOR
Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance
Page 22;Daily Egyptian. April 28, l~
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Salukis lead Gateway honor roll
Lori Rea, a senior swi.mmer,
was one of eight athletes
named a Gateway Conference's
Presidents'
Academic Excellence Award
winner for maintaining a 3.8
cumulative grade point

the fall 1987 semester to be
eligible. Football bad 15 and
track bad 12 to lead all sports.
The freshman class bad 28.
Here is a list of SIU-C's
conference academic bODOn!eS
by sportand class.

AELD HOCKEY: Junior _ _ _ WuIulp.
Sophomore I..oreM - . - . _ _ usa

f'IIESIIIEIIIT'S~

average during bel' college

career.

_.usa~.t.nllulllf.

fOOTB...·.L: Senior Terry Rujawitz.
EJic _ .
K _ _ • JeItrey Schermer. r ......
SmiIh. F . - Dian _ . _
Sophamoogs Randall

an.....

YOd'III. David _ . ~ KIgIIIan.
DaugluReid. Mi:llel00pud. ~ Travis.
Dwayne Summers. Jon Manley.
GOlF:
~UsaJohnson.
SOFTBAU..:
_ _ Be<*y

Another 13 SIU-C athletes
were among 94 Ramen

8ASKET8AI..L:JunlarDebonlll_.
fOOlBM.L:
~
_ _•
_ _ .DaugIoaRtlid.

-

Presidents'

_ : &eniDrS Lori Rea. n
_ _ _.
_TENIIIS:
..-T.-.

- . BndgeIt - . - - .
"'--~.

Rea, a

major,

public relations

will graduate

semester.

EIICEU.BlCEAW_
~_Lori

__

this
...-rsALL~AW_

All-Academic

Award Winners by tbe CODfer'eDCe for baving a 3.5 gpa.
By sport, football, swimming, and volleyball each bad
three at. SIU-C. Fresbm.en are
not eligible for the award.
SIU-C led the conference
witb 63 Academic Hooor Roll
selections. An atblete must
achieve at least a 3.2 gpa for

TRACK:

Graduate

Vh,ian

Sinou.

Sue SftcIai". Juniors

Oawn~BethW_

A~~ROLL

8ASKET8AI..L: SanianI Anne _ .

Maoy BergIUs.
Saphomore
DaMna

ItIIih fhe Dew
'88 K"",,,,, 600.

Hurry by your nearest Suzuki dealer today and see1he sleek. new
Katana 600 for YQluself. But do it IOda)\ befoIe they're history,

Right on. Suzuki

T..-. _ _.

.
~:SankrsnV~.
LoIi
Rea.
__
~

• SUZUKI.

V~.P8Iricia

v....

Saphomore U s a _ .

VOU£YBAU..: _

~.

Usa _ . Sophomore .... AIPch.
_ _ KayIa Baston. Chris Plica.

The onl, ~ay you 111ft

~
-.
_
. """"-'

DianeBeidock.

TEIfiIS: Sankrs Dena

Knight,

Bon~.

~

_

_

Coc:h. Junior

- - . - _ _ _ TO\N.
TRACK: Sankrs v..... Sinou. Juniors
Angela Nunn. ~ PhiIippou. C8rmen

_ . Usa Judi&cak. Sophamoogs Jane
Schumacher. C8tIIerine 8roM\. FtesIIn-.

Usa _ . _

F_

Loher. Denise ThIems.

Vd<i Corle. Keley FIym.
vou..evBAlL: _

Susan

Sinclair.

w_.

JunionI Dawn Thompson. Beth
Amy Johnson. c..dyDixon.

VICTORY, from Page 2 4 - - to take a 10-2 lead. Matt
Gieg1ing bad a pair of RBI
singles and Chuck Verscboore
drove in two runs.
Saluki starter Dale Kisten
(5-6)
tuned up for this
weekend's series against
Wichita State by pitching his
three sch~uled innings to
earn the VlCtory. He allowed
two runs on six bits.

Saluki pitcher Chris Bend
beld the Cougars scoreless for
the next three innings. Dale
Meyer gave up two runs in the
final three innings.
SIU-E's Brian Clauson (7-3)
was the losing pitcher.
The tbird-place Salukis play
next tbis weekend at Wichita
State, wbich is tied for the
Valley lead.

The Sa/ukis improved
to 29-16 and SIU-E.
which had won six
straight games,
dropped to 20-14.

GAME, from Page 2 4 , - - - - - - bave aD been able to pick it up
fairly well We're ahead of
where we tbought we'd be at
tbispoint.
"We've a1so added a more
hard-aose defense," be' said.
"Last year we ran a IIDeSSe
defense, but we've added an
outside linebacker now. Coach
(.Jim) T1JmpkiDs bas m-ed
that we III!8d to~ bow to
play botb ways."
Sophomore defensive end
Dan Reid said tbe team sbould

115

bave great SIIC03SS with the
wisbbone.
"Everyone is just excited
abiiUt the wishbone, " Reid
said. "Not many teams run it
but we have the personnel to do
itrighl"
Gibson said tbe team bas

Down Rig'" fantastic

Suz-DeaL

Yamaha, Suzuki and
Kawasaki of Marlon
305W.Maln
997-4577

picked up tbe wishbone as well
as can be expected.
"I think we've learned and
progressd as much to this point
as coach Rhoades thought we
would," be said. "We baven't
bad real problems but it does
take getting used to."
Ferbracbe said the Saluk.is
wiD look like a diffeI'eIIt team
in tbis years game. ''What
you'tII see 00 SUDday is an
exciting offense for a change,"
be said. '"The No.1 offense and
defense will prove that they
sboukl be there."

Reid said, "Rigbt now
everyone is reaDy entbused.
We've carried it (positive
attitude) all the way through
spring ball tbis year."

CoDgr-cds.
All
- You NeedatFor Summer
Ups-N-Downs

•nMef5ll~Mall'

529-1909

Un Kappa Few. The furls just begiming.
Best wishes 10 the doss of '88 from the beers that are in a class

bfthemselves. HJ ald HJ UGHI

lhere~ no smoother or better

wav 10 celebrate your success.

1besmoothel;the~APiii"~~~'" .
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Clownln l Around
SpringIest '88'
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IS ALCOHOL MAKING A
MONKEY OUT OF YOU?

a

-Bothered by baboon breath? ••• Jungle drums pounding in your head?
-Do you always need alcohol in order to have a swinging time?
~_ -Even if your family tree is full of careless drinkers'"'. . . . . . . .,~) you don't have to be a chimp off the old block.
~.l1
~

~

.~.
~.,I.l

.~

Don-t Go Bananas••• Don-t Monkey Around••• Be ResPOnSible At Sprinafest
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UES SOMEONE MAY HAVE TOLD YOU:
UE '3

WHEN CELEBRATING

SPRINGfEST,

PEOPLE WHO
DRINK TOO
MUCH
HURT ONLY
THEMSELVES.

REMEMBER ...
WHILE SOME fOLKS
LIKE A DRINK,
NOBODY LIKES
A DRUNK.

and their families,
and their friends.
and their employ£'I'S,
and strangers,
and people on
the highway
and, possibly, you.

PlavltSafe
at Springfest.

IS ALCOHOL WSIGHlnG YOU DOWn1
1 Beer Auerages168 calories
6 oz. o'-WlneAuerages144 calories
1.5 OZ of 90 Proof Liquor Auerages116 calories

Did You Know: One beer haS rougI'IIv the same number of caIorIe5 as a hot clog.
Would you eat .. 6-pec:k of hot dog5 after lunch?

Oon·t Suffer From

Beer Bel Blue.
Dally Egyptian, ~~ 28, 1988,. P~e 3a

Students' touch produces
'unique' Springfest events
By Phyllis Coon

and Amy Gaubatz
Staff Writers

Springfest is unique because it is
organized and run completely by
students, the special events chairperson for the Student Programming
Council, said.
"The administration is involved, but
only in an advisory role," Sean Craig,
senior in radio and television and
advertising, said.
"I would estimate more than 200
students hdp with the planning and
then with the actual celebration," be
added.

Sean Craig, SPC special
events chA.irperson, said he
found that the emphasis the
SPC is placing on safety
promotion made it hard to
find an outside sponsor for
the event.
Springfest has 25 committees that
branch m:t into separate subcommittees, which coordinate all of
the festival events, Craig said.
An estimated 30 Registered Student
Organizations will have booths this
year, Craig said, adding that RSOs
have a big influence on the festival.
"The more organizations that have
booths, the less people sit around
drinking," he said.
"Our emphasis is on a good time
through activity, but not standing
around drinking, I I Craig added. "We
want people to enjoy themselves, but
it's not a party. It's a programmed
event."
Fraternities and sororities also
make up a large number of booths, he

Sail into
Times Square
Liquors this
Springfest
Weekend
for great
savings!

~

said.
"Springiest gives them a chance to
show off their letters and faces. t.
number of them want to show they
,'lre involved with the community."
After an organization pays the $10
registration fee, it can keep all profits
made at the booths, Craig said.
The responsibility of Springiest was
put on his shoulders after two peoplCl
quit their positions at the SPC, he
said.
The Student Programming Council
is the sole sponsor ef Springiest,
which has a bUdget of $17,907.47.
Craig said he found that the emphasis the SPC is placing OIl safety
promotion made it bard to find an
outside sponsor for the event.
"By the time I was given the
position, it was too late to get corporate backing for the event," Craig
said. "And since we are cutting down
on the use of alcohol and tobacco,
Springfest i:.. n"t attracting those
larger corporations. We are
promoting saftey - don't drink and
drive."
The five-member promotion (.ommittee has been promoting Spring:est
saftey since the end of February,
Dana Miller, committee chairperson,
said.
The promotion committe is running
safety ads in the Daily Egyptian,
Miller said, as well as using fli":-O:-.
press releases al1d spots on WILS
radio ro get the message out.
SIU-C's Health Service, University
Housing and the Office of Student
Affairs cIJ!ltributed money for the

saf~f~~nts also contributed to
Springiest by huying space on a
banner that will be displayed at the
Old Main Mall. "This gives local
merchants a chance to advertise but
more importanU).. gives SPC more
programming money."

Students crowd the Old !ltaln Mall during the 1187 Sprlngfest festivities.

*Times
look for the
Square
Boat In the
15th annual
Great Cardboard
. Boat Regatta

49-6831

1700W.Main
Carbondale

Mon-Thurs:90m-llpm
Fri-Sot:9am-12pm
Sun:lpm-lOpm

Partlera have some fun with the statue of Delyte Morris

during the '87 Springiest. Oelyte would like

a Bud Light.

Fest features music, sports, crafts -and more
Sl..""'HEDULE OF EVENTS:

15th

ADDual ClOrboDdale Boat
Regatta: begins Boon at the campus
lake.

the steps of Shryock Auditorium.
N"lCboias 'J'remulis; 5 to 7 p.m. on the
==~.at the steps of Shryock

womens' softball field near the Student
Recreation Center.
Fifth Almual "Doc" SpaciuDIID
MemGri..1 TriaWoa; begins 8 a.m.
near tht. ~~ opus beach.

Tony "Big Red" Aikeas aud the
ProfessiODaJs; Boon to 1:30 p.m. on the
mainstage at the steps of Shryock
Auditorium.

The SaIuId Traclt and Field Invitational; 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at
McAndrew Stadi'.!ID.

Crafts Sale;

Karina Kress aDd the Blues Express;
2:30 to 4:30 p.m. on the mainstage at

WomeDs' Softball, SIU-C vs.
Southwest MIssouri State University,
doubleheader; begins at Boon at the

Caraival Rides; noon to7 p.m. in the
free-forum area parking lot.

Student Center Craft Shop's Arts aDd
noon to 7 p.m. in the Anthony Hall parking lot.

Civil Se.....ice Employees Council
Yard Sale; 6 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the SIU
Arena parking lot.

Carboadale Lioa's Club Anaual
Paac:ake Breakfast; 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the free-forum area.
Also: Jugglers, unicycle riders,
clowns, fire eaters, dancers,
comedians, and a musical :;ide-stage
near Davies Gym. Contests, games and
student performances in the freeforum area.

Booths offer many games
for those who want to play
Battle of the books
highlight contests
during Springfest
By Dena Schulte
Staff Writer

"Two tries for 25 cents!"
On April 29, voices will be yelling out
this phrase and others from several
game booths, creating a carnival-like
atmosphere and marking the beginning of Springfest 1988.
"All the booths are basically carnival-type booths, following our
<Student Programming Council's)
theme, 'Clown 'n' Around,'" Sean
Craig, special events chairman for
SPC,said.
Registered Student Organizati~f.1S
will sponsor about 20 booths. Each will
have a small participation fee and
prizes for winners, Dana Miller,
promotional chairperson for SPC, said.
Miller said that balloon shaving, bell
ringing, ring tosses and basketball
shots will be among the activities
featured a, the RSO-sponsored booths.
"The RSOs invent their own game
and decide how they are going to do it,"
Craig said. "We just make sure there
are no conflicts - that no one is doing
the same thing - and that there are no
prizes that are alcohol or tobbaco
related."
Prizes will include food, movie and
gas coupons, he said.
A big attraction will be the Battle for
the Books between the undergraduate
and graduate students, Miller said.
The groups will be competing to raise
the most money for .:orris Library's
Two for Two fund raiser.
The USO is selling $1 tickets to people
who want to gness how many bOOKS and
periodicals were loaned to other
libraries through the Interlibrary Loan

usa

The
is selling $1
tickets to people who want
to guess how many books
and periodicals were ioaned
to other libraries through the
Interlibrary Loan System in
March. The winner will
receive a trip to Cancun,
Mexico. The GPSC is selling
$1 tickets for a trip to
Hawaii for the person who
guesses the number of
people who used the library
in March.

BOOBY'S
Beergarden after
Springfestl
Spring/est Specials

Stolichnaya

1.25

System in March. The winner will
receive a trip to Cancun, Mexico.
The GPSC is selling $1 tickets for a
trip to Hawaii for the person who
guesses the number of people who used
the library in March.
Novelty booths, which aren't RSO
sponsored, also will be set up, Craig
said.
"We contracted some outside J"!OPle
to liven up the area," he said.
Novelty booths will include character
artists, button salespeople and balloon
sculptors, he said.
AU the booths will be located at Old
Main Mall.
"The location this year is more
centralized," Craig said. "Last year
they were more spread out. This tim,~
they will all be grouPt'd together.
Students will be abie to play. play, play
-kind of li.k.eanarcade."

1.10

CALL FOR DELIVERY
549·3366
406 S. Illlaoia Ave.

,----------.C_poa·-----------l

I
FRBB DRAFT
I
I
or Me4. Soft DriDk
I
I with purchase of any sub
I
Il ___________________________
or deli sandwich
I_
I

Ezplres 5-1-88

,
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Mainstage to feature music
of Nicholas Tremulis Band
By Richard Nunez
Entertainment Editor

Nichoias Tremulis and his ll-piece
band will playa combination of jazz,
soul funk. salsa and the blues from
early evening until sun.;et as the
feature act on the mainstage during
Springfest.
Tremulis, scheduled to perform at
about 5:30 p.m., is a native &i Chicago
and grew up listening to a variety of
mw;ic. At home, his parents played
records of Billie Holiday, Charlie
Parker, James Brown and Aretha
Franklin, while on the streets be heard
Chicago blues and burgeoning rock 'n'
roll artists like the Rolling Stones.
Tremulis began playing with soul
and salsa musicians on Chicago's
south side during his teens. Soon he
added rock, punk, jazz. and Latin Music
to his repertoire.
His music has been described
variously as Funk Pop, Mutant Bop,
the New Boogalooand Bad Ass Salsa.
Tremulis formed his first band about
four years ago. The band's music -

largely African-5tyle jazz - was
described as complex, chaotic and
improvisational to the point of
overindulgence.
While producing Tremulis' new
album, "More Than the Truth," Rob
Fraboni, minimized the band's sound,
making it a more straightforward,
hom-laden soul sound.
Appearing on the album are such
musicians as Bonnie Raitt, Ivan
Neville, Sugar Blue and Maceo Parker,
band leader for James Brown, who was
Tremulis' childhood idol.
Before signing with Island records,
Tremulis was approached by another
record company that expressed interest in signing him. But the company
insisted that he tint his skin darker for
the press shots.
Tremulis refused, and the absurdity
of the request became the basis f!", his
musical philosophy: ,,~ mUSIC, or
any other kind of mus;.:, doesn't come
from any particular part of town, any
part of the country. It doesn't have any
color, it comes straight from the soul."

Photo _ . . - , of NiI:hoIn TrMlulls

a.net'.

The Nichola. Tremull. Band'. wlde-ranglng repertoIr. rang•• from sal.. 10
funk.

'Big Red' Aikens, Professionals to open acts
By Richard Nunez
Entertainment Editor

Tony "Big Red" Aikens and his band,
the Professionals, are scheduled to
open Springiest's mainstage performances on the steps of Shryoc:k
Auditorium at noon.
''I'm looking forward to playing
there," Aikens said in a telephone
interview from his home in Chicago.
Big Red and the Professionals are a
reggae and rhythm and blues band
from Chicago with deep roots in the
music of Jamaica. Aikens, a native of
Jamaica, moved. to Chicago in 1980. It
was there that he established his first
back-up band, the Professionals.
"A friend of mine said, 'Let's go over
there and show them what reggae
music is like, ". Aikens said.
The band eventually became one of
Chicago's most celebrated reggae

bands. In 1984, the group was awarded
the "Top Reggae Band" at Martin's
Interna tiona I Reggae Awards
ceremony in Chicago.
"We're considered the best," Aikens
said. "I'm not being conceited, but we
are the best."
Aikens, a product of a strict
Jamaican musical family, moved with
his family to New York from Kingston,
Jamaica, when he was 9 years old.
While attending high s.;hool in
Brooklyn, Aikens performed as backup singer (or a number of hnds and
won numerous awards competing in
talent shows, borrowing classic songs
from such R&B musicians as Curtis
Mayfield, the o 'Jays and the Spinners.
"J grew up listening to Na t King Cole,
Bob Marley, Jimmy Cliff, James
Brown, the Temptations, the Spinners
- groups like that, It Aikens said.

During summer breaks from high
school, Aikens returned to Jamaica
and performed with such well-known
Jamaican bands as the Chosen Few,
Dennis Brown and the Now
Generation. Aikens considers his work
in Jamaica ID be "the experience of a
lifetime. It and it influenced him to have
a new faith in reggae and Rastafarian
music.
The lllinois Entertainer described
the group's performance as "extremely hard, with some of the most
engaging musical arrangements in
local reggae."

Following Big Red and the
Professionals will be Kanika Kress and
the Blues Express.
Kanika Kress and the Blues Express
is a Chicago blues band that has shared
the stage with such performers as Eric
Clapton, Phil Colhns, Robert Cray and
Sugar Blue. Sugar Blue performed at
last year,,' Springfest.
Guitdrist Kanika Kress recently
toured in Spain for the Illinois Tourism
Board, for which she also recorded
radio and TV jingles.
Kress also sang on a film soundtrack
for the French movie "Saxo."

A FASIDONABLE
ACD

ruthielj.
Blues singer. Kanlka Kress will be a featured performer at Springfest
Page6a, DaiJy'Egyptian, April 28, 1988'
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702 S. Illinois
M-Sat 9:30-6pm

University Housing wishes you a
safe and enioyable Springfest

Remember--all things in moderation.

Don't forget--no alcoholic
beverages are permitted on
University Housing property.
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The {ini..~st in rnu!\ical entcrlainrnent

~

.~ pn~

JiJ pm

ChJCd9(' HhJ~'':>

:l

"\'lcLola~ Tro!muh~ lidn~

5 pm· 7pm

, I

~Ol.:1. Funk. Rod"

B.

Ring 2 Side Stage 1: 30 pm . 5 pm
In front ot Davies Gym
1 ··Vanet).' In MOllon'"

13()prn·2.3lJpm
Choreogrdph,=,d Juggling Ul11Lyclmg, donee aue com ... d\.
2 "Gamma PhICu-cu~"
3pm 4pm
Clo\ol.-ns. Juggling, fire eatIng .and [U"TIiJlu1g

:l "C.rl Rosen"
4pm· Spm
One man rock and roll concert

C,

Ring 3 Student Stage 12 noon· 7 pm
Free Forum Area
A continuous variety of iive entertainment produced and
performed by studenlli including:
1. "New Sou:h Whaie"· (Pop Rockl
2 W1uB MlXmasters (Alternahve Music)
3 ·'Mr. Bongo" (Bongo MusIC)
4 "W (ClassIC RocK)
5. Black Fire Dancers
& Comedy Showcase
7 GongS;'ow
8. Fuse Box (Altern.llve Rock and RoUi

D.

The Midway
1. Carnival Rides 12 noon· & pm
Free Forum Parking Lot

4 Adult Rides
2 ChUdren Rides (Sponsored bv Carbondale an~ Anna
2 Eleph.nt Rides and Photograph I pm . 5 pm
North Side of DavIe, Gym
Come Ride "Stoney the Elephant"'
:> Ponv RIdes and Photograph 12 nOon "pm
South Side of Davies Gym
Sponsored by Saluki Saddle Club
4 Novehy Booths
1. Caricature Artist
2 Button CaricatUrE Arnst

3 Balloon Sculptor
4 Painted Boxer Short>

--

5 Custom Bubble Mal-ing

o.

Face Painting
7 Air Brush Apparel
5. Registered Student O.g.nization Booths 12 noon· 7 pm
O!dM.,nM.ll
Play games. test your skills. win a prill!
Have 1un a: ."veT 20 booths sponsored by RSO' 5
Game. ,,,-elude B.sketball Shot. B.II Rlnf,.er, Ring Toss. etc
b

Roaming

"ns

12 noon - 7 pm

Old M.mM.1I
Throughout [he daly clowns.
rn v.mOU5

m~mes.

and tuggiers will be performing

kx:atlons CJfouud Old Mam Mall

--; Arb and Crah Sale 12 noon - 7 pm
Antnonv Hall PinkH'9 Lo!
'v'~riOU5

E.

5tudent and ioeal

crafh:r~ Will

dlspla;l dond sell their wares

Food and Concessions
1 5lUaent CcntE"r Dmmg Servlce~

J:.. do?liclOllS vanet\' 01 Carnival Fnod will be a .... ailable
! hr<)'LlgnOU! the Spnngtest Ground~
.....: LO'~l:' H.b ~and""'lch
Cookies
-·4 It! Ho~ Do:~
Cotton Candy
Bratv..·urs!
Snu Cone
Hambur~t
P~p Com
Che~~eb~rgl!l
Soda
Corn [Jog
italian Sl:llJ~age
Po~alQ Cbp::.

Coffee

Oronge Shake·up
L~mon Shake· up

Dou::Jhnut.'i
:.: Main MeaJ De.: 4 30 pm . 7 pm
J\orth ~,de 'lId Main Mall $2 75

A

m~al (On~lstmg of

Bar-B·Q ChicK€n. Corn on a Cob. Ccle Slaw 01

Potato Said-C. \AJah.?rmeion. ic.t! Cream. and a Orin/" ""'ul be available
Resld.mce Ha~; Stl:oent! can use (hcl! regUlar mea: tlcket to purchase
Greales~ Dnnks on Earth' JUice BM 1 pm - 6 pm
thl:io meal
,)Ia M3iO Mali near Anthonl.' Hall
f!"l€ be5~ In

ahernatlve dnnks located under a Geodesic Dvrne featunng

Cone\.: hiland ked Tee. CirC'u~ :,unnse_ A Caged Lion and Bozo's Nose
SponsQred by Student Health ;:'i;n'iCC, Well ness Center and SPC
4 . :""ions

C~uh

Pancake Breakfas.t"

".turd.y. Apn130. 7.m 1 pm
Fr.... e Forum Are"
ProL~ed~ go to oenefjt L:ons Club ChClfltles.
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turday, April 30
12noon.. 7pm
Old Main Mall
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Sponsored by the
It Programming Council

SPC promotes alcohol awareness in bar, song
By Amy Gau_tz
Staff Writer

Alcohol awareness is one of the
major goals the Student Programming
Council is trying to accomplish throogh
its "responsible programming" during
this year's Springfest.
SPC is promoting alcohol awareness
throogh a non-alcoholic bar. a safety
awareness campaign and a safety rap
song.
"We hope that people who are
listening will understand that we are
really trying to keep it a. safe e~ent,"
Dave Palmisano. executIve chatrDlan
of SPC, said. We know people will
drink, but we want people to know we
are promoting safety. We're trying to
get the word oot to be sober and enjoy
the event."
One of the ways SPC will accomplish
this is by dispersing the crowd "by
giving them events that they can do
instead of drinking," Palmisano said.
The events will take palce at scattered
booths and a variety of entertainment
spots.
"We are just asking everyone to
come to have fun. We are not en:,()uraging people to drink," Palmisano
,ald. "It's a student event. We don't
want anyone getting hurt or killed by
drinking and driving."
Palmisano asked festival goers not to
bring bottles and kegs with them.
"People drop bottles aud the) break.
People walk around barefoot out there.
and we don't want anyone getting cut."
As for the kegs, "we want people to
be walking around enjoying each of the
events spread out through the Old Main
Mall, rather than gathering around
kegs," Palmisano said.

"We want Springfest to be an overall
reflection of a safe, responsible
program held at SlU."

Beer barrel
A "ashean near the '87 Sprlng...t activltl.. attest. to
the lukewarm succe.. OIlat y..r'. bottle _no The_n

Springfest 'arrests' to help

student's transplant fund
Some of the people attending
Springfest will be arrested and taken to
jail between noon and 4 p.m. Saturday.
The arrests will be conducted by the
Dianne Levin Medical Fund Committee. The committee is trying to
raise money for Levin, a third-year law
student who must receive heart and
lung transplants before the end of the
year.
Those arrested will be put in a
holding pen in Old Main Mall near
Davies Gymnasium. They will be held
until they can raise enough money to
payoff either a fme or their bail,
ranging from $10 to $500 depending on
bow important the "offender" is.
Levin, a Pomona native, underwent
extensive testing in February at
Barnes Hospital in St. Louis to assess
the MVerity of her condition and

will contin... with this year's In.al, along with sa••ty
and alcohol a. .,...... prontOtions.

Meet The
Birkenstock FiliLea Sandal

The committee is trying to
raise money for Levin, a
third-year Jaw student who
must receive heart and lung
transplants before the end
of the year.
potential for recovery.
The tests cost $10,000, none of which
was covered by insurance. The
operation is expected to cost more than
$100,000 •
Anyone wishinR to be arrested may
call Andrew Sondag at the SIU-C Legal
Clinic, 536-4423.

LOGICAUY SIMPLE SANDALS - YOUR SOLUTION TO
ACHING fEET.
The 8irtcenstoclc: fitness sandal pnMdrs a unique aadIe 01 cork
and /lIbber, with a natural contoul'ed footbed to cushion and
support.
.
The Birtcenstock design - with a remarkable, but ~ ridge _

~ps SI!!pafab! aarrtped toes.
Try on a pair of Birkenstock Madrid fitness sandaJs and ir1IIite
your feet to ~ ...
Gently,

Naturally

i

Buy any pair of
Shorts and receive
a T-shirt or Tank Top
Campus Shopping Ccuter
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FOOlWEAR

Shawnee Trails
222 W. Freeman
Next to Quatro's
529-2313

SPRINGFEST TRIVIA QUIZ

Dr. BazzSays ...

BAVEA
"SPECIAL
SPRINGFEST"
Part of Your slUe

Student Health
Progi'f&ID
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New turf and a track .nhanc. McAndrew Stadium'. playing

field.

Coach will get feet wet at football scrimmage
ByJeffGri.....
StaffW"iter

The 1988 version of the annual
Maroon and White spring football

ro;n~~c!::~ur=l:na~s=
ofhis assistant coaches.

Rhoades and assistants Fred Riley,
Jeff McInerney, Greg McMahon, and

Stanley King, all in their first season
with the Salukis, will get one last look
at the team in its last scrimmage of the
spring, scheduled for 2:30 p.m. Sunday.
"There are three things I look for in the
spring game," Rhoades said. "We hope
there isn't a comedy of errors, that a
lot of people come, and that there are
no injuries.
"We're looking to get some kind of an
idea about our team by tilen," he said.
"What people see in the game is what
we're gOing to do in the fall."
Rhoades took over as head coach on
March 24 and wasted no time making
his presence felt. Within a week of his
hiring he announced that the Salukis
would be running a new offense next
season, the wishbone. He said that his
squad is adapting well and that any
.veaknesses the team has are not

related to the new offense.
"The guys are picking up the offense
fairly well," Rhoades said. "Our
problems have not been wisbboDe
related."
Rhoades said that the scrimmage
will be as much like a real game as
possible, but that there will be some
dilfen-nees.
"There won't be much kicking, we
haven't gotten that far in our program
yet, I I be said. "You won't see any
stunting or blitzing out there either..
There A. c: certain things that we just
haven't had much time to work on."
The game will give Saluki faDS an
indication of what is to come, Rhoades
said.
"We're going to run our offense,
we're going to send in plays. It'll be
just what we plan to do in the faD."
Rhoades said.
The new bead coach will lay down the
welcome mat for anyone and everyone
who wishes to attend.
"We'd like to see 18,000 people out
there. We'd like everyone to come out
and see us," Rhoades said. "I don't
what the game is like down here, but
we welcome everyone."

Track will get broken in at
,Saluki Invitational Saturday
By Stephani. Wood

The track, which was scheduled to

StattWriter

be completed in August, wasn't

The new track at McAndrew
Stadium will play host to its first
comJ:M!titors at the Saluki invitational Saturday.
The track will be inaugurated with
the JO,CIOO-meter run at 10 a.m. "The
10,CIOO-meter competitors will be the
first to ever compete on the tract."
women's track coach DoD DeNoon
said. "It should be exciting."
Both the men's and women's
teams will compete in the invitational. Other potential teams
include Murray State, Southwest
Misssouri, Western Kentucky.
Memphis State, Southeast Missouri,
Indiana State, Dlinois State, Eastern
Dlinois and the Univeristy of
Wisconsin-Madison.
"We'd be happy if we got Dine or 10
teams," men's coach Bill Cornell
said. "It's the first year so you never
can tell."

finisheo until mid-April. The
completion was delayed in part
because of n,iny and windy weather

conditions.

The Salukis' fi: 9t scheduled home
meet of the Olltdoor season on Mal'C'..h
26 had to De moved to Southeast

Missouri State University's
facilities in Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The men's team won the Saluki
()pen at SEMO and Christiana
PhilipPOU set a school record in the
triple Jump for the women.
Following the Saluki Invitational.
the men's team will host Missouri
and Purdue in a tri-meet May 8
before traveling to Terre Haute,
Ind., for the Missouri Valley Conference Championships May 12-15.
The women's team will compete at
the National Invitational in Indianapolis,Ind., May 7.

ALLDAY
'I.OOO••rl.

BEER
&

$1 SLICES
M-Sot 9:30-6
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{ Large barge to attempt world's record
By Curtis Winston
SlaffWriter

A record number of boats already
have registered for the 15th Annual
Great Cardboard Boat Regatta.
About 95 cardboard boats have preregistered. Regatta founder Richard
Archer said "this is the first year we've
had this many boats signed up before
the race." He said about 200 entries are
expected on race day, which is at noon
Saturday at Campus Lake.
Among the entries is a huge cardboard barge designed by Pabicia
Mullen, a junior in art from Murphysboro. Mullen will attempt to beat
the world's record for most people in a
cardboard boat.
fdullen holds the current record. Her
"MUI'physboro Yacht Club" barge,
holding ~ pet'~e and two dogs, completed the l!OO-yard race course at the
Second Annual Cardboard Cup
Challenge at the Du Quoin State Fair
Grounds in September 1987.
Mullen is buiiding a bigger barge and
will attempt to have SO people and 3
dogs complete Saturday's course,
Mullen's sister, Susan Mullen, a
sophomore in English, said.
Archer said the barge idea is good
because it allows people - and dogs who aren't racing to be a part of the
regatta.
Although the record hasn't -been
certified by the Guinness Book of World
Records, Archer said he was sure no
one else has tried to claim the record.
"Somebody should call the Guinness
book and have it certified," he said.
Entrants who did not pre-register
should bring their boats to Campus
Lake at 10 a.lll. Saturday for inspection
by race officials.
Boat builders will have a chance to
test their boats between noon and 4
p.m. Friday at Campus Lake.
Lifeguards will be on band to ensure
safety.
The cardboard boat racing classes:
-Class I, boats powered by oars or
paddles;
-Class D, br..ats powered by other
forms of muscle-powered propulsion
devices (paddlewheel or propeller)
and sail b9ats;
~lass DI, "instant" boats designed
and built in two hours from kits sold at
the race.
The boats may need to complete the
200-yard race course at least four
timt'S, if they race all day and get into
the finals.
Archer, assistant prmessor of
design, started the regatta in 1974 as a
class project for his design students.
About 2,000 people attended the fll"St
regatta, which had 43 boats entered,
Archer said. "It was just a Saturday
meet for the class. I was surprised to
see all those people," he said.'

The week after the first race, Archer
started getting phone calls from people
saying they wanted to enter boats in
the event; by the next spring the Great
Cardboard Boat Regatta had become a
campus tradition.
"Last year, we had about 25,000
spectators," Archer, who holds the tiUe
Commodore of the Regatta, said.
"When I started this thing, I could use
a bullhorn to announce the race. Now I
need a 1,000 watt public address
system."
Archer said the tiUe commodore was
given to him in a Daily EgyptianarticIe. He said he bad previous!>' used
the name "Captain Cardboard," but
the commodore title seemed more
fitting. "It just sort of stuck," he said.
The race is a big confidence builder
for design students and other people
building boats, Archer said.
"Everyone knows you can't build a
boat out of cardboard," Archer said.
"You can't fail, because it's alrea(~ a
failing proposition. But then you do it,
and you think 'Whoa! I made it all the
way around the course.' "
Over the years, the campus tradition
has grown lnto a nationwide event,
with cardboard boat regattas bt>ing
held from Colorado to Connecticut.
"Now it's totally out of control"
Archer S&id. "For years we (Archer
and a few other members of. the design
f~culty) kept the thing going out of our
back pockets."
In 1986, the SIU Alumni Association
had the regatta rules and trademarks
copyrighted. "It (the regatta) bas
gotten so big, it has to have institutional management, .. Archer said.
The copyrighted rules recently were
the subject of a nine-month legal baWe
between the SIU Alumni Association
and organizers of a June 1987 regatta in
the northern Illinois community of
Crystal Lake.
In February, the alumni association
announced it bad reached an
"amicable," out-of~ourt settlement
with the Crystal Lake litigants.
Organizers of the Crystal Lake
regatta had accused SIU-C of trying to
take control of its event's chai-itabIe
proceeds, which totaled $30,000.
Archer refuted the charge, saying
some in Crystal Lake were i~ the
copyrWit and were attempting to steal
the - cliampionship from Southern
Illinois by offering large sums of prize

m~&dn,t want to see the event turned
into a serious sport," Archer said in an
earlier inten"lew. "Cardboard boat
racing shouldn't be serious. It's supposed to be a fun, family event."

Local businesses happy
about tourism rush for fest
By EdwardRahe
S1aff WrIter

Carbondale merchants smile at the
estimated $300,000 per day that
Springfest will bring to the business
community.
Accurdirig to estimates by the
Carbondale Convention and Tourism
Bureau, 20,000 people attended
Springfest 'ffl. These 20,000 people
spent a substantial amount of money in
the COlDJ"lunity during their stay.
Events like Springfest increase the
city's economic base, Trish Richey,
director of thhe Carbondale Convention
and Tourism Bureau said. It's
estimated that 5,000 out-of-towners
descend on Carbondale for the event.
The following figures are estimates
from the Convention and Tourism
Bureau of how much money visitors at
Springfest pumped into the local
economy last year:
-The 260 festivalgoers staying in
hotels each spent an average of $lll
per day, for a total of $28.860;
-The 3,000 people staying in dormitories, including residents and
guests, spent an average of $75 per day,
for a daily total of $225,000;

brJ·W.

Richard Archer, auocla'. prota-ar in dulgn and founder of the Cardboard
Boat Regatta. talks about the pros and cons 01 cardboard during a boat-buidling
workshop.
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-High scbool students, numbering

some 200, spent $35 per day for a total

of $7,000 per day;
-Visiting parents spent $30 a day,
for a daily totaI of $1,200.
Residents from surrounding communities - 1,500 of them - spent $3'l
per day, for a daily totaI of $56,000.
This means that $318,060 pei- day was
injected into the Carbondale economy
during Springfest. According to the
Convention and Tourism Bureau
fJ.gUl"e5 the money was distributed in
the following manner:
-Lodging, SO.9 percent;

=~~~~

miscella.'leOUS,
18.2 percent;
-Retail stores, 7.6 percent.
.
Those figures are conservative,
Richey said.
People from surro~nding communities who attend Springfest usaIly
have a hot dog for lunch at the boat
regatta, go to the mall and eat out in
the eVeIling, Richey said.
"The only way to keep peo~le here to
spend money is to have an event like
Springfest," Richey said.

Thur.day~'..N~

The Dynatones
(from San Francisco)

Friday & Saturday
Th.Wlndowl
(from Martin. TN)

Sunday
Stranded Lads

Group pOints out dangers
of fest sexual harassment
By Susan Curtis
StaflWriter

Stranger rape is probably
more common than date
rape at an event like
Springfest. Women should
be careful not to become
isolated with men they don't
know very well.

Four rapes were reported to the
Rape Action Committee during
Springiest weekend last year, but these
numbers don't have to be repeated, the
RAC director says.
Although it is not planning to embark
on an extensive advertising campaign
the RAC is ~ to raise the
awareness of people on campus about
the clrcumsl..'lnces of rape, Julie
Claussen, director of the RAC, said.
Susan Powell, counseling and administrative assistant at the Women's
Center, said the Program of Rape
Education and Prevention will put
display ads in the Daily Egyptian
addressing rape myths, statistics, risk
factors and ways f<4" women to protect
themselves.
Usually, the responsibility for
prevention falls on the victim, Powell
said. "It seems very unfair."
That makes communication important, especially in preventing date
rape, Powell said. Women shouldn't be
afraid to say no or go against the
sea.ual stereotype, she said.
Claussen said stranger rape is
probably more common \.han date rape
at an event like Springfest.
All the reported rapes last year also
involved alcohol, she said, in which
either the victim or the perpetrator had
been drinking.

a potential victim's vulnerability in the
eyes of rap-ists, Claussen said.
People Should use common sense and
remember that they can't always spot
rapists by the way they look, Claussen
said. For instance. women should be
careful not to get isolated with men
they don't know well, sbe said.

RAe cwnselors are gearing up in
case of another onslaught like last
year, Claussen said. There have been
unusuany high numbers of reported
rapes this year, especially this spring.
An average of about six rapes arl"
reported in normal months. But in
March there were 10 reported, she
said.

People who feel they bave been raped
or sexually assaulted, or who know
someone who bas been sexually
assaulted, can reach RAC counselors
through the Rape Action Hotline, 5292324.

~l'his does not mean that because tht':
victim was drinking he or st)e is at
fault, she added. But alcohol increases

Police gear up for rowdies
By Joh~ Mohler

to "spot trouble before it becomes a
. serious problem," Craig said.

Staff Writer

Hotdog
Am....

Dutchess, an
ctln pit bull tMi_, finds the sun a IIHle too much at
Springl..t "st y..r. Her owner Is frenk fltzprald, a ....1.. In fI_nee and
mnetlng.

Carnival atmosphere in Old Main
They will be riding unicycles,

j~ swords, pins and bowling balls

anaeating fire. Members of the touring

acts Variety in Motion and the Gamma
Phi Circus are set to perform on stage
"nd mingle with the crowd at
Springfest.
Gamma Phi Circus, founded in 1929,
is the largest and oldest conegiate
circus in the nation, Sean Craig,
special events chairman of the Student
Programming Council, said.
The circus features gymnastics,

clowns, tumblers, vaulters, rile eaters,
jugglers and performers who balaDCe
on wooden balls.
Variety in Motion features
choreographed juggling, unicycling,
comedy and daDCe. They also try to
encourage audience participation.
Other activities planned for
Sp,ringfest .include eleplUmt and pony
ndes and a "midway" that consists of
games of skill. Four camivaJ rides and
two kiddie rides also will be offered.

Security and medical planning for
the 1988 Springiest emphasizes safety
and sobriety.
In keeping with measures taken
during last aemester's tailgate parties,
University police "will be very tGugb
on underage dz:inIring," police director
Bob Harris said.
Plainclothes officers as weD as
uniformed patro1men will be upatcbed to events at the Campus Lake and
Old Main Mall areas, Harris said.
'We'Ye
many 15-, 16- and
17. . " Barris said.
. said _trOIs will be more
CODCftItrated tbi8 year because there
are 1.0 Arena CODCeI1s CII' ahibitioD
footbaJI games sebeduled.
To cope with the saf~ problems
that are inevitable with :a:=~I'
the Student PragrammiDg
• ww
begin its Safety watcberi program at'
thiS year's Spriagfeal
Tbe Safety Watehers will patrol the
dar's events in groups of three, wat-

The gr-oup will work in connection
with security personnel and at least
three trained nurses who will be on
duty.
Wbea a patrol encounters a student
woo Deeds assistance, ODe Safety
Watcher will remain with the student
while the other two seek a nurse or
polieeoffic:er, Craig said.
Tbe patrols will be concentrated in
the Free Fonun Area and the Old Main
Mall. ~ Watchers may be ideatified by their yellow shirts, wbieb will
sal' ''Safety Watchers" aDd bear the
"CIowD 'D' Around" logo of this year's
f.tiviliiel, Crail said
TIIree first aicfbootbs will be located
in theSbideDt Center aDd two mare will
~Audi~~- GC:um
d . and
A unit fnm the J
County
AmbulanceServicewWbeparked.near
Faner Hall, tbougb Craig said the
ambuIaDCe may be moved to a loeatioo
that will make it more visible to the

SPC Springiest
coordinator Sean Craig said.
Tbe Safety Watchers will c:oosist of
bou
ol
tuden

about

ot:.l!;,

E

=":'!r
:. ~~.:ti:e
tbroaJ8 of revelers,

~ ~~;SW~~I:~~

-.1- -....... ....

~. Matthias coordinator

of the

~ Boat Regatta events, said
m trained lifjguards fnm the

center

Student Reereatioo
will watch
over the event. Tbe IiftlllWU'ds will
workonsbifts througboutt6eday.

v

Say farewell to flat hair.
Discover sensational body with
VaVoom'" Volume Generators!'" the
MW hair care system by Matrix. The
difference is dramatiC. Your hair will
explode with volume. And have incredible shine. VoVoom. High-energy
hair for active men and women.
Stop in today.

Call Today For an Appointment.
457-2612
202 E. Walnut
Eastgate Shoppmg Center
Carbondale
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Concretes, Malts, Shakes & Sundaes

4576Z0Z

Featuring some of our new creations:

Yummy Yogurt Cool Custard
.Peache5 N Cream
* Oreal715lcJe
Blueberry Cheeecake

*.5trawbeny

*Chocolate Chip
Rocky Road
:~~e
.,.udgeChunk
Strawbeny Chee5ecake
Butter Pecan
* Chocolate Mint
Aft flavorS Available

*
*

*
*

MeI,ln :raylar and the Slack a.nd crank CMit COOl rock 'n' blu.. In the Old _In Mall to the crowd.

Daily Egyptian
File Photos

Stacey Tahany.hows 011 ....ull. of h• •unbathlng
In a tan lin.. competlUon a ..... y..,'. Springiest
celebration.

.Ioeeph Walwlk, 8tH. . . atudent In hlatory. takea • break
on the lawn.

The ADlerican Tap presents
its-10th Annual

2&R1:YJ
featuring ••••Whapatulas $2.50
$1.25
Refills

THE TRADITION GOES ONI
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Sports
Athletics budget trimmed $147,000
By S_ron Waldo

thing witb coaches is that they
have an understanding.
They've lived with adjustments,I I West said. "Some
are not any worse off, some
are better."

Staff Writer

Tbe athletics budget for
rJSCal year 1989, instead of
being trimmed by about
$122,000 as first proposed, bas
been cut by Dearly $147,000
over the 19118 budget

Three full-time positions are
expected to be eliminated
because of the budget West
said one was a secretarial
position. "The other two
positioos we're eliminating
will become ODe position.
Actually we are going from

IDterim Athletics Director

Charlotte West baDded out the
rmal draft Wednesday as she
discussed it witb the coacbiq
staff.
"They're realists. Tbe main

three to one (position)," she
said
West &aid she bad not
notified aD the staff members
involved in these cuts and
declined further comment.
Tbe budget is for ru;cal year
1989, which starts this July 1
andendsJune30,l989.

to $36,000. Field hockey was
cut $5,000.

West said that based OIl
perceatage the sports of
volleyball and fieldd ~
ho
were hardest hit, V
dropped from $44,000 in
88

to 81\ even $200,000 for FY 89.
The proposed cut was to
$190,000.

Head football coach Rick
Rhoades is "far from elated,"
West said. "But, he said he's
used to making a quarter out of
a nickel."
West said she is confident
Rhoades will make do. "We

West said she kept looking at
football's mandatory ex-

see BUDGET, P.... 22

A lot of the cuts, West said,
are based on the each sport's

travel schedule. For example,
she said that football travel
expenses are expected to be
$40,000 less than last year.
Football was cut from $25(;,589

penses, such as uniforms,
laundry and cleaning the
football stadium. She said she
increased the original proposal
because of these fixed costs.

Middleton
Salukis ready to get on with game
to attend
NBAtryout
By JdfGrI.....
Staff Writer

Members of the Saluki
football team say they are not
only looking forward to
competing, but also to having
fun in this year's Maroon and
W"nite football game, which is
set for 2 p.m. Sunday at
McAndrew Stadium.
"We're going to go out and
bave a good time," Fred
Gibson, the Salukis' No. 1
quarterback, said "It gives us
a great chance to compete and
it's a great way to finish up
spring practice."
Shannon Ferbracbe, a
sopbomore defensive lineman,
agrees.
''This is the day we've been
IocJtina farward to aD spriu& I I
be said "Last year gomg into
the game everyone bad a sort
of 'let's get it over with and get
into summer attitude. . This
season we're looking forward
to playing the ~, not
getting it over with. '

ByD. . . .III.,
Staff Writer

This is one invitatioa Steve
Middleton isn't going to turn
down.
Middleton, the third all-time
leading scorer in Saluki men's
basketball biotory, will attend
theNBA tryout camp June 7-11
OIl the DJinois.Cbicago campus. Be received a letter
Wednesday from the NBA
inviting him to attend the
tryout as a first alternate.
Altbougb Middletoa is an
alternate, be .... beeD UIIInId
a dIaDCe to play becauae DDt
all of the top 60 players invited

wW.~~ to bave this
opportunity to go to Chicago
and play with some of the best
rookies around, I I Middletoa
said ". just bave to go to ('.amp
and play the way. know how to
play - play bard and do the
things that I've been do!ng for
four years here. Hopefully I
can open up a few eyes and
show people that Steve : '-:ddleton can play the game at a
professiooalleveL I I
Middletoo was drafted in the
fourth round by the Long
Island Knights of the u.S.
B:a.sketbaD League on April 13.
Although the Dine-team league
starts May 13 and runs through
the end of__ July, Middletoa
expects the Knights to support
his attending the NBA tryout
Middleton was named the
this year's OUt<Jtanding Male
Athlete of SW-C. He averaged
25.4 points and 6.4 rebounds
per game and was a first-team
Missouri VaDey selection.

Recruit still
holding out

to~.::-:r,~~a:r~
this spring. Head Coach Rick
Rhoades brought the wishbone
offense and a more agressive
defense with him from Troy
State, (Ala,).
"When you look at it (the
wishbone) on the outside, it
looks hard, I I Ferbrache said.
"I think it's been presented in
such a way that the players

Ian OIIMr, No. 21, and the .... at the IooIbIiII mage

see GAME, Page 23

_m

~ya

.... Maroon and

White

at 2 p.m.

.erlm- Stadium.

Mcintosh gets 2 homers in victory
ByD. . . .H....
Staff Writer

Saluki rll'St baseman Cliff
McIntosh celebrated his
birthday a day early.
MclDtmh, who turns 22
today, hit two home runs and
bad four RBis to give the
Salukis a 11-4 victory Wed-

Terrmc:e Lewis, une of
the top 100 high school
basketbaD players in the
country, bas put SW-C
and Temple on hold.
Providence is DOW bact
into the picture to sign
the &-foot-4 guard from
Bir'miDgbam, Ala.
Lewis bad narrowed
his choices to SIU-C and
Temple.
However

ProviiIeoce coach Rick
Barnes, hired last week

to replace Gordon
Chieda, is now pursuing
Lewis. Providence
,initially recruited Lewis
under Chieda, who
resigned a montb ago
after Providence went 1117.
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nesday at SW-Edwardsville.
Tbe Salukis improved to 2916 and SIU-E, which bad won
six straight games, dn:Jpped to
20-14MclDtosh put the Salukis
ahead to stay in the top of tile
fint. After Rick Gaebe
reached on an error and Joe
HaD walked, Mclntosh belted a

tbree-run homer.
ID the sixth, MclDtosh added
his fiftb homer of the season
witb the bases empty.
Tbe Salukis broke the game
open witb three runs in the
fourth and four runs in the fiftb
See VICTORY, P.... D

Women's tennis eyes 3rd Gateway title
B,JeffOn..
Staff Writer

The women's tennis team is
shooting for it's third Gateway
Conference Touraament
CI'OWD in six years.
Tbe tournament starts today
in Macomb and runs through
Saturday. Coach Judy Auld
said her team's ebances are

good.

..

"We are capable of WlDDIDI
the eonf'!reDCe tournament if

we ~ keep on an emotiooal
bigb Ulrougbout, I I said Auld,
who bas guided the Salukis to

the title twice, in 1983 and in
19115.
, It's been an up and down

spring for ~ team which
started the seasoa with five
straight defeats. bouaced bact
to win it's next eight, then lost
three more.
The team had to eaacel four
eoafereace matches in early
April because seven of its nine
members were ill. However,
the Salukis finished the spring
witb an 11-9 reconI, 3-1 in the
eoafereace.
Auld said ber team will
prubably be the third seed. "I
talked to the other coaches and
it sounds lite everyone agrees
that that's where we'D be. I
dOIl't know bow we could go
lower than third," she said.

"We're definitely not going
into, this thing at our all-time
physical best," Auld said ··We
got the seed we wanted though,
now it's just a matter of doing

~~to~0:~l:.:

going to bave to be a team

effort."

~ul:!,S;~~~~

Wichita State. She said that
Soutbwest Missouri, Indiana
State and Drake will follow the
Salukis in the seedings.
"I think it will be a six-team
battle," Auld said.
1be Salukis will be led by a
See TITLE, Page ZZ

AD search
committee
narrows field
The athletics director

search

committee

is

working to present the
names of two to dx
candidates to President

John C. Guyon
Wednesday.

by

Roger E. Robinson,
chairman of the 11member committee, said
that the group bas cut the
field of candidates to
"considerably less than
half." Forty candidates
by the April

:::e::

Robinson said the
committee spent about
three hours Monday
night weeding the list of
candidates down to this
....orking number."
The committee will
meet next at 6 p.m.
Tuesday to make the
secoad cuts.

